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[1] Understanding the influence of solar variability on the
Earth’s climate requires knowledge of solar variability,
solar‐terrestrial interactions, and the mechanisms determin-
ing the response of the Earth’s climate system. We provide
a summary of our current understanding in each of these
three areas. Observations and mechanisms for the Sun’s var-
iability are described, including solar irradiance variations
on both decadal and centennial time scales and their relation
to galactic cosmic rays. Corresponding observations of var-
iations of the Earth’s climate on associated time scales are
described, including variations in ozone, temperatures,
winds, clouds, precipitation, and regional modes of variabil-
ity such as the monsoons and the North Atlantic Oscillation.
A discussion of the available solar and climate proxies is
provided. Mechanisms proposed to explain these climate
observations are described, including the effects of varia-
tions in solar irradiance and of charged particles. Finally,
the contributions of solar variations to recent observations
of global climate change are discussed.
Citation: Gray, L. J., et al. (2010), Solar influences on climate, Rev. Geophys., 48, RG4001, doi:10.1029/2009RG000282.
1. INTRODUCTION
[2] The Sun is the source of energy for the Earth’s climate
system, and observations show it to be a variable star. The
term “solar variability” is used to describe a number of
different processes occurring mostly in the Sun’s convection
zone, surface (photosphere), and atmosphere. A full under-
standing of the influence of solar variability on the Earth’s
climate requires knowledge of (1) the short‐ and long‐term
solar variability, (2) solar‐terrestrial interactions, and (3) the
mechanisms determining the response of the Earth’s climate
system to these interactions [Rind, 2002]. There have been
substantial increases in our knowledge of each of these areas
in recent years and renewed interest because of the impor-
tance of understanding and characterizing natural variability
and its contribution to the observed climate change [World
Meteorological Organization, 2007; Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007]. Correct attribu-
tion of past changes is key to the prediction of future change.
[3] Herschel [1801] was the first to speculate that the
Sun’s variations may play a role in the variability of the
Earth’s climate. This has been followed by a great number
of papers that presented evidence [see, e.g., Herman and
Goldberg, 1978; National Research Council (NRC), 1994;
Hoyt and Schatten, 1997, and references therein], although
many of the early investigations have been criticized on
statistical grounds [Pittock, 1978]. Notwithstanding issues
of statistical significance, many of these solar‐climate1National Centre for Atmospheric Science, Meteorology
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associations also seemed highly improbable simply on the
basis of quantitative energetic considerations. On average
the Earth absorbs solar energy at the rate of (1 – A)ITS/4,
where A is the Earth’s albedo and ITS is the total solar
irradiance (TSI), i.e., the total electromagnetic power per
unit area of cross section arriving at the mean distance of
Earth from the Sun (149,597,890 km). The factor of 4 arises
since the Earth intercepts pRE
2ITS solar energy per unit time
(where RE is a mean Earth radius), but this is averaged over
the surface area of the Earth sphere, 4pRE
2. TSI monitors
show a clear 11 year solar cycle (SC) variation between
sunspot minimum (Smin) and sunspot maximum (Smax) of
about 1 W m−2 [Fröhlich, 2006]. Taking ITS = 1366 W m
−2
and A = 0.3, the solar power available to the Earth system is
(1 – A)ITS/4 = 239 W m
−2 with an 11 year SC variation of
∼0.17 W m−2, or ∼0.07%, a very small percentage of the
total. Of greater importance to climate change issues are
longer‐term drifts in this radiative forcing. Recent estimates
suggest a radiative forcing drift over the past 30 years
associated with solar irradiance changes of 0.017 W m−2
decade−1 (see section 2). In comparison, the current rate of
increase in trace greenhouse gas radiative forcing is about
0.30 W m−2 decade−1 [Hofmann et al., 2008].
[4] We can estimate the impact at the surface of the
11 year SC variation in total solar radiation at the top of the
atmosphere using the climate sensitivity parameter l. This is
defined by DTS = lDF, where DF is the change in forcing
at the top of the atmosphere (in this case ∼0.17 W m−2) and
TS is the globally averaged surface temperature. Using a
value of 0.5 K (W m−2)−1 for l [IPCC, 2007], we would
expect the Earth’s global temperature to vary by a mere
0.07 K. However, observations indicate, at least regionally,
larger solar‐induced climate variations than would be
expected from this simple calculation, suggesting that more
complicated mechanisms are required to explain them.
[5] Figure 1b shows a time series of sunspot number for
the last three solar cycles, together with various other
indicators of solar variation and a composite of satellite
measurements of TSI. Sunspots appear as dark spots on the
surface of the Sun and have temperatures as low as ∼4200 K
(in the central umbra) and ∼5700 K (in the surrounding
penumbra), compared to ∼6050 K for the surrounding quiet
photosphere. Sunspots typically last between several days
and several weeks. They are regions with magnetic strengths
thousands of times stronger than the Earth’s magnetic field.
Figure 1c shows a commonly used indicator of solar
activity, the flux of 10.7 cm radio emissions from the Sun
(F10.7), which is highly correlated with the number of sun-
spots. This also correlates very highly with the core‐wing
ratio of the Mg ii line (Figure 1d), which is often taken as an
index of solar UV variability. Additional indices include the
open solar magnetic flux, FS (Figure 1e), dragged out of the
Sun because it is “frozen” into the solar wind; the galactic
cosmic ray (GCR) count (Figure 1f); satellite‐measured
irradiance (Figure 1g); and the geomagnetic Ap index
(Figure 1h). The flux of neutrons generated in the Earth’s
atmosphere by galactic cosmic rays (Figure 1f) is reduced
by the cosmic ray effect of FS and therefore varies in the
opposite sense to the other indices. Despite the dark
obscuring effect of sunspots, comparison of Figures 1b and
1g shows that the TSI (and its components, including the
UV) is a maximum around the time when the number of
sunspots is at its maximum. This is because the number of
compensating smaller, much more numerous, brighter
regions, called faculae, also peaks around sunspot maxi-
mum. These are less readily visible than sunspots because
they are smaller, but they have a high surface temperature of
∼6200 K near the edge of the solar disk (where they are
brightest).
[6] Going back farther in time, various other proxy solar
information is available [Beer et al., 2006], as shown in
Figure 2. The aa index is a measure of geomagnetic dis-
turbance. It correlates well with both the neutron count rate
and the irradiance and also shows good correspondence with
the incidence of aurorae, as recorded by observers at middle
magnetic latitudes [Pulkkinen et al., 2001]. Higher solar
irradiance, lower cosmic ray fluxes, greater geomagnetic
activity, and higher incidence of lower‐latitude aurorae all
occur when solar activity is greater. Cosmogenic isotopes
such as 10Be are spallation products of GCRs impacting on
atmospheric oxygen, nitrogen, and argon. The time series of
10Be abundance stored in reservoirs such as ice sheets and
ocean sediments and of 14C from tree trunks show the
11 year cycle of the sunspot number. This makes sense
physically since high sunspot numbers correspond to a
strong solar magnetic field, which is the source of the field
in the heliosphere that (by virtue of both its strength and its
structure) shields the Earth from GCRs. However, geo-
magnetic activity, low‐latitude aurorae, and cosmogenic
isotopes all show additional variations that are not reflected
by sunspot numbers. The reason for this is that at all minima
of the solar cycle the sunspot number R returns close to zero,
but the other indicators show that this does not mean the Sun
returns to the same base level condition. As a result, there
are drifts in solar activity on time scales of decades to
centuries that, although reflected in the sunspot numbers at
maxima of the solar cycle, are hardly seen in Smin sunspot
numbers.
[7] These relationships have three important implications
for Sun‐climate relationships. One is that proxies for solar
irradiance can be used to look for Sun‐climate relationships
in the period before direct observations of solar irradiance.
Second, if we can get a good enough understanding of how
the Sun’s magnetic activity is related to solar irradiance, we
can reconstruct the historical variations of the solar irradi-
ance with confidence. Third, as we gain an increasing ability
to simulate and predict solar magnetic behavior, we may
gain an increasing ability to predict solar irradiance behavior
and its effects on the Earth’s climate. These reconstructions
of solar variability are discussed in more detail in section 2.
[8] A great number of papers have reported correlations
between solar variability and climate parameters. One rela-
tively early association was presented by Eddy [1976], who
examined historical evidence of weather conditions in
Europe back to the Middle Ages, including the severity of
winters in London and Paris, and suggested that during
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times of few or no sunspots, e.g., during the Maunder
Minimum (∼1645–1715), the Sun’s radiative output was
reduced, leading to a colder climate. Although many of the
early reported relationships between solar variability and
climate have been questioned on statistical grounds, some
correlations have been found to be more robust, and the
addition of more years of data has confirmed their signifi-
cance. In what was the start of a series of classic papers,
Labitzke [1987] and Labitzke and van Loon [1988] sug-
gested that while a direct influence of solar activity on
temperatures in the stratosphere (∼10–50 km) was hard to
see, an influence became apparent when the winters were
grouped according to the phase of the quasi‐biennial oscil-
lation (QBO). The QBO is an approximately 2 year oscil-
lation of easterly and westerly zonal winds in the equatorial
lower stratosphere [Baldwin et al., 2001; Gray, 2010].
Labitzke’s initial study used data for the period 1958–1986.
It is very convincing that this relationship still continues to
Figure 1. (a) Images of the Sun at sunspot minimum and sunspot maximum. Observed variations of
(b) the sunspot number R (a dimensionless weighted mean from a global network of solar observatories,
given by R = 10N + n, where N is the number of sunspot groups on the visible solar disk and n is the
number of individual sunspots); (c) the 10.7 cm solar radio flux, F10.7 (in W m
−2 Hz−1, measured at
Ottawa, Canada); (d) the Mg ii line (280 nm) core‐to‐wing ratio (a measure of the amplitude of the chro-
mospheric Mg II ion emission, which on time scales up to the solar cycle length has been found to be
correlated with solar UV irradiance at 150–400 nm); (e) the open solar flux FS derived from the observed
radial component of interplanetary field near Earth; (f) the GCR counts per minute recorded by the neu-
tron monitor at McMurdo, Antarctica; (g) the PMOD composite of TSI observations; and (h) the geomag-
netic Ap index. All data are monthly means except the light blue line in Figure 1g, which shows daily TSI
values. (Updated from Lockwood and Fröhlich [2007].)
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hold for the extended period 1942–2008 (i.e., with the
addition of data from a further four solar cycles). Many
other relationships between proxies for solar activity and
climate have been noted, including variations in ozone,
temperatures, winds, clouds, precipitation, and modes of
variability such as the monsoons and the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO). More details of these are provided in
section 3.
[9] Mechanisms proposed to explain the climate response
to very small solar variations can be grouped broadly into
two categories. The first involves a response to variations in
solar irradiance. Figure 3 (top) shows the spectral irradiance,
I, which is the power arriving at the Earth per unit area, per
unit wavelength. TSI is the integral of I over all wavelengths
contributing significant power. Almost all of the incoming
irradiance at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere (black line) is
in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions, and approxi-
mately half of this radiation penetrates the atmosphere and is
absorbed at the surface (blue line). Variations in the direct
absorption of TSI by oceans are likely to be significant
because of the large oceanic heat capacity, which can
therefore “integrate” long‐term, small variations in heat
input. Additionally, some of the radiation is absorbed in the
atmosphere, primarily by tropospheric water vapor in sev-
eral wavelength bands and by stratospheric ozone in the UV
region, which gives rise to the sharp drop in the blue curve
near 300 nm.
[10] Although the UV absorption composes only a small
proportion of the total incoming solar energy, it has a rel-
atively large 11 year SC variation, as shown in Figure 3
(bottom). Variations of up to 6% are present near 200 nm
where oxygen dissociation and ozone production occur and
up to 4% in the region 240–320 nm where absorption by
stratospheric ozone is prevalent. This compares with varia-
tions of only ∼0.07% in TSI (see earlier discussion).
Figure 3 also shows the approximate height in the atmo-
sphere at which these wavelengths are absorbed. At very
short wavelengths (∼100 nm) the variations are ∼100% and
impact temperatures very high in the atmosphere. For
Figure 3. (top) Spectrum of solar irradiance, I, compared
with that of a 5770 K blackbody radiator [after Lean,
1991]. The blue dotted line shows the spectrum of radia-
tion reaching the surface of the Earth. (middle) Indicator of
altitude of penetration of shortwave solar radiation for three
different smoothed optical depths. (bottom) Spectral vari-
ability of the irradiance, defined as the difference between
the Smax and Smin values, as a ratio of the Smin value, based
on the last two solar cycles. The horizontal dashed line gives
the corresponding value for the total solar irradiance, ITS,
i.e., the integral over all wavelengths.
Figure 2. (a) Total solar irradiance (W m−2); (b) galactic
cosmic ray neutron count (counts per minute) as seen at
Climax, Colorado; (c) aa index (nT); (d) incidence of low‐
latitude aurorae (number per year); (e) sunspot number;
and (f) 10Be concentrations (104 g−1) as functions of time
(reprinted from Beer et al. [2006] with kind permission of
Springer Science and Business Media). Note that the scales
for neutron flux and 10Be have been inverted.
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example, the Earth’s exosphere (∼500–1000 km above the
Earth’s surface) has 11 year SC variations of ∼1000 K.
However, we concentrate in this review on describing
observations and mechanisms that involve the atmosphere
below 100 km because at present there is little evidence to
suggest a downward influence on climate from regions
above this. Transfer mechanisms from the overlying ther-
mosphere have been proposed, such as through wave
propagation feedbacks suggested by Arnold and Robinson
[2000]. However, there is little observational evidence for
any significant influence, although this cannot be ruled out.
[11] At stratospheric heights Figure 3 shows a variation of
∼6% at UV wavelengths over the SC. This region of the
atmosphere has the potential to affect the troposphere
immediately below it and hence the surface climate. Esti-
mated stratospheric temperature changes associated with the
11 year SC show a signal of ∼2 K over the equatorial
stratopause (∼50 km) with a secondary maximum in the
lower stratosphere (20–25 km [see, e.g., Frame and Gray,
2010]). The direct effect of irradiance variations is ampli-
fied by an important feedback mechanism involving ozone
production, which is an additional source of heating [Haigh,
1994; see also Gray et al., 2009]. The origins of the lower
stratospheric maximum and the observed signal that pene-
trates deep into the troposphere at midlatitudes are less well
understood and require feedback/transfer mechanisms both
within the stratosphere and between the stratosphere and
underlying troposphere, further details of which are pro-
vided in section 4.
[12] The second mechanism category involves energetic
particles, including solar energetic particle (SEP) events and
GCRs. Low‐energy (thermal) solar wind particles modulate
the thermosphere above 100 km via both particle precipi-
tation and induced ionospheric currents. Whereas it is longer‐
wavelength (lower‐energy) photons that deposit their energy
in the upper atmospheric layers, it is the more energetic
particle precipitations that penetrate to lower altitudes. SEPs
are generated at the shock fronts ahead of major solar
magnetic eruptions and penetrate the Earth’s geomagnetic
field over the poles where they enter the thermosphere,
mesosphere, and, on rare occasions, the stratosphere. A
large fraction of SEP ions are protons (so events are also
referred to as “solar proton events” (SPEs)), but they are
accompanied by a wide spectrum of heavier ions [e.g.,
Reames, 1999]. All cause ionization, dissociation, and the
production of odd hydrogen and odd nitrogen species that
can catalytically destroy ozone [e.g., Solomon et al., 1982;
Jackman et al., 2008].
[13] The idea that cosmic ray changes could directly
influence the weather originated with Ney [1959]. Although
admitting to some skepticism, Dickinson [1975] considered
that modulation of GCR fluxes into the atmosphere by solar
activity might affect cloudiness and hence might be a viable
Sun‐climate mechanism. For instance, during Smin, the GCR
flux is enhanced, increasing atmospheric ion production.
Dickinson discussed ion‐induced formation of sulphate
aerosol (which can act as efficient cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN)) as a possible route by which the atmospheric ion
changes could influence cloudiness. A further GCR‐cloud
link has been proposed through the global atmospheric
electric circuit [e.g., Tinsley, 2000]. The global circuit cau-
ses a vertical current density in fair (nonthunderstorm)
weather, flowing between the ionosphere and the surface.
This fair weather current density passes through stratiform
clouds causing local droplet and aerosol charging at their
upper and lower boundaries. Charging modifies the cloud
microphysics, and hence, as the current density is modulated
by cosmic ray ion production, the global circuit provides a
possible link between solar variability and clouds.
[14] While the testing of solar influence on climate via
changes in solar irradiance is relatively well advanced, the
GCR cloud mechanisms have only just begun to be quan-
tified. The connection between GCRs and CCN (the “ion‐
aerosol clear air” mechanism) has recently been tested in a
climate model that calculates aerosol microphysics in
response to GCR [Pierce and Adams, 2009]. They find that
GCR‐induced changes in CCN are 2 orders of magnitude
too small to account for observed changes in cloud prop-
erties. Quite apart from the sign or amplitude of the GCR‐
cloud effects, the sign of the net effect on climate would also
depend on the altitude of the cloud affected. For enhanced
low‐altitude cloud the dominant effect would be reflection
of incoming shortwave solar radiation (a cooling effect). For
enhanced high‐altitude cloud, the dominant effect would be
the trapping of reradiated, outgoing longwave radiation (a
warming effect). Thus, if GCRs act to enhance low‐altitude
cloud, the enhanced fluxes would lead to cooler surface
temperatures during Smin and enhanced surface temperatures
during Smax. This temperature change therefore has the same
sense as that which would arise from a direct modulation by
TSI. Solar modulation of climate by any of the proposed
mechanisms described above may result in associated
changes in cloudiness, so that any observational evidence
linking solar changes with cloud changes does not uniquely
argue for a solar effect through cosmic rays [Udelhofen and
Cess, 2001]. The current status of research into the various
mechanisms is described in more detail in section 4.
[15] In the context of assessing the contribution of solar
forcing to climate change, an important question is whether
there has been a long‐term drift in solar irradiance that
might have contributed to the observed surface warming in
the latter half of the last century. Reconstructions of past TSI
variations have been employed in model studies and allow
us to examine how the climate might respond to such
imposed forcings. The direct effects of 11 year SC irradi-
ance variations are relatively small at the surface and are
damped by the long response time of the ocean‐atmosphere
system. However, model estimates of the response to cen-
tennial time scale irradiance variations are larger since the
accumulated effect of small signals over long time periods
would not be damped to the same extent as decadal‐scale
responses.
[16] There are also large uncertainties in estimates of
long‐term irradiance changes (see section 2). The proxy
quantities are indicators of magnetic activity on the Sun, and
there are problems relating these magnetic indicators to TSI.
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For example, we know that TSI is greater at times of greater
sunspot activity, but we do not know how much smaller the
TSI was during extended periods when there were no sun-
spots, e.g., during the Maunder Minimum. However, the
most recent minimum, between solar cycles 22 and 23, was
unusually low and has provided a glimpse of what a grand
minimum might look like.
[17] Recent estimates [IPCC, 2007] (see Figure 4) suggest
that the most likely contribution from the Sun to the radia-
tive forcing of climate change between 1750 (before the
Industrial Revolution but at a time when solar activity was
not much lower than today) and 2005 is 0.12 W m−2, with
an uncertainty between 0.06 and 0.30 W m−2. This estimate
is much smaller than the estimated total net anthropogenic
contribution of 1.6 W m−2 (uncertainties of 0.6–2.4 W m−2).
However, the low level of scientific understanding of the
solar influence is noted [IPCC, 2007]. The uncertainty is
probably also underestimated because of the poorly resolved
stratosphere in most of these models. Nevertheless, IPCC
[2007] concludes that changes in the Sun have played a
role in the observed warming of the Earth since 1750, but
these changes are very small compared to the role played by
increasing long‐lived greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
[18] The purpose of this review is to present up‐to‐date
information on our knowledge of solar variability and its
impact on climate and climate change, as an update to
previous reviews such as that of Hoyt and Schatten [1997;
see also NRC, 1994; Calisesi et al., 2006]. Only solar pro-
cesses on decadal or longer time scales are considered,
although we acknowledge the possibility that short‐term
processes which occur repeatedly may lead to an integrated
longer‐term effect. For brevity, where authors have reported
work in a series of publications, only the most recent is
referenced, and the reader may access the earlier papers via
these.
[19] In section 2, observations of solar variability are
described, and the reconstruction of historical solar climate
forcing is discussed. In section 3 we provide an overview of
recent atmospheric observations that indicate a significant
influence of the Sun’s variations on the Earth’s climate.
Section 4 describes the mechanisms currently proposed that
might account for these observed solar‐related climate var-
iations. Section 5 discusses solar variability in the context of
understanding global climate change, and finally, conclud-
ing remarks and future directions are provided in section 6.
2. SOLAR VARIABILITY
[20] The Earth’s heliographic latitude varies during the
year, but by far the largest annual variation in TSI arises
from the variation in the Earth‐Sun distance. This varies by
3.3% (minimum‐to‐maximum) during the course of the year
giving a 6.7% variation in TSI, i.e., 92 W m−2. The observed
TSI data in Figure 1g have been corrected by normalizing
them to the mean heliocentric distance of Earth. The TSI
observations show variations ranging from a few days up to
the 11 year SC and also suggest a small drift on longer time
scales, although instrument stability and intercalibration
must be studied in detail before one can be confident that
such drifts are real [Lockwood and Fröhlich, 2008]. The
daily averages (in light blue in Figure 1g) show many large
negative excursions lasting several days. These are caused
by the passage of sunspot groups across the visible disc of
the Sun and are more common, and of larger amplitude, at
Figure 4. A comparison of the difference in radiative forcings from 1750 to 2005. LOSU, level of
scientific understanding [from IPCC, 2007, Figure SPM.2].
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Smax. The mean rotation period of the Sun as seen from
Earth is 27 days, and so a sunspot group lasting several
rotations can cause several of these negative excursions
lasting almost 13 days each. On the other hand, the
brightening effect of faculae is contributed by many small
features that are more uniformly spread over the solar disc
(but are brighter when seen closer to the limb). As a result,
the faculae effects are less visible in solar rotations, and the
main variation is the 11 year SC.
2.1. Causes of TSI Variability
[21] Recent research indicates that variability in total solar
irradiance associated with the 11 year SC arises almost
entirely from the distribution of sizes of the patches where
magnetic field threads through the visible surface of the Sun
(the photosphere). The advent of solar magnetographs,
measuring the line‐of‐sight component of the photospheric
field by exploiting the Zeeman effect, has revolutionized our
understanding of how these vary over the SC [Harvey,
1992]. Spruit [2000], for example, has developed the theory
of how these photospheric magnetic fields influence TSI.
The dominant effect for large‐diameter (greater than about
250 km) magnetic flux tubes is that they inhibit the con-
vective upflow of energy to the surface and cause cool, dark
sunspots with a typical temperature of TS ≈ 5420 K (aver-
aged over umbral and penumbral areas) compared with the
more typical value of the quiescent photospheric temperature
of TQS ≈ 6050 K. The blocked energy is mainly returned to
the convection zone which, because it has such a huge
thermal capacity, is not perturbed. However, a small fraction
of the blocked energy may move around the flux tube and
enhance the surface intensity in a slightly brighter ring
around the spot with effective photospheric temperature
TBR ≈ 6065 K.
[22] The key difference between sunspots and the mag-
netic flux tubes called faculae is that the magnetic flux tube
diameter is smaller for faculae. This allows the temperature
inside smaller flux tubes to be maintained by radiation from
the tube walls, and the enhanced magnetic pressure within
the tube means that density is reduced in pressure equilib-
rium. This allows radiation to escape from lower, hotter
layers in a facula, so that the effective temperature is in the
region of Tf ≈ 6200 K (see review by Lockwood [2004]).
The additional brightness is greatest near the solar limb
where more of the bright flux tube walls are visible [e.g.,
Topka et al., 1997]. Because the ratio of the total areas of the
Sun’s surface covered by faculae and by sunspots has
remained roughly constant over recent solar cycles [e.g.,
Chapman et al., 2001] and because the net effect of faculae
is approximately twice that of sunspots, the TSI is increased
at Smax [Foukal et al., 1991; Lean, 1991]. The facular
contribution is made up of many smaller flux tubes, and
hence, the net brightening they cause is a smoother variation
in both time and space than the darkening effect of the less
numerous but bigger sunspots.
[23] The variation of the effect of faculae is often quan-
tified using emissions from the overlying bright regions in
the chromosphere, the thin layer of the solar atmosphere
immediately above the photosphere [e.g., Fröhlich, 2002].
These bright spots in the chromosphere are called plages,
and they lie immediately above photospheric faculae. Their
effect is thought to be quantified by the Mg ii line “core‐to‐
wing” index (see Figure 1d). Faculae contribute to TSI
increases whether they are around sunspots in active regions
or in other regions of the Sun’s surface [Walton et al., 2003].
Sunspots and faculae are two extremes of a continuous
distribution of flux tube sizes: at intermediate sizes, flux
tubes form micropores which appear bright near the limb,
like faculae, but dark near the center of the solar disk, like
spots.
[24] An additional source of TSI and solar spectral irra-
diance (SSI) variability has been proposed. These are called
“shadow” effects and are associated with magnetic fields
below the photosphere in the convection zone (CZ) inter-
rupting the upflow of energy [Kuhn and Libbrecht, 1991]. It
is now thought that solar magnetic field is generated and
stored just below the CZ in an “overshoot layer” which
extends into the radiation zone beneath (see reviews by
Lockwood [2004, 2010]). This blocks upward heat flux, but
the huge time constant of the CZ above it means that var-
iations on time scales shorter than about 106 years would not
be seen. The stored field can bubble up through the CZ
(breaking through the surface in sunspots and faculae) in an
interval of only about 1 month. Thus, it is thought that the
flux below (but not threading) the photosphere, yet close
enough to it to give shadow effects on decadal and cen-
tennial time scales, would be small. An interesting test of
this may well be provided by the exceptionally low TSI
values being observed at the time of writing (late 2009). If
these are not fully explained by the loss of solar minimum
faculae, we would need to invoke shadow and associated
solar radius effects as well as the known effects of surface
emissivity in sunspots and faculae.
2.2. Decadal‐Scale Solar Variability
2.2.1. Total Solar Irradiance
[25] TSI has been monitored continuously from space
since 1977. The individual TSI monitors have operated for
only limited intervals so a combination of data from several
different instruments is required to compile a continuous
data set. This means that intercalibration of those instru-
ments, and how they change with time as the instruments
degrade, is a key issue in the compilation of a composite
data set. There are many corrections that are needed [e.g.,
Fröhlich, 2006].
[26] Figures 5a–5c show a comparison of the three main
TSI composites: Institut Royal Meteorologique Belgique
(IRMB) [Dewitte et al., 2004], Active Cavity Radiometer
Irradiance Monitor (ACRIM) [Willson and Mordvinov,
2003], and Physikalisch‐Meteorologisches Observatorium
Davos (PMOD) [Fröhlich, 2006]. All three use time series
of the early data from the Hickey‐Frieden (HF) Radiometer
instrument on the Nimbus 7 satellite and the ACRIM I and
II instruments (on UARS and ACRIMsat, respectively) until
early 1996. The IRMB composite is constructed by first
referring all data sets to the Space Absolute Radiometric
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Reference [Crommelynck et al., 1995], although this abso-
lute calibration has recently been called into question
because the Total Irradiance Monitor instrument on the
SORCE satellite has obtained values about 5 W m−2 lower
[Kopp et al., 2005]. After 1996 the ACRIM composite
continues to use ACRIM II supplemented by ACRIM III,
whereas the PMOD composite uses data from the Variability
of Solar Irradiance and Gravity Oscillations (VIRGO)
instrument on the SoHO spacecraft (specifically the Dif-
ferential Absolute Radiometer (DIARAD) and PM06 cavity
radiometer data), and IRMB uses just the DIARAD VIRGO
data. Besides the different time series used after 1996
(during solar cycle 23), the main difference is the way the
data have been combined and corrected.
[27] The most significant difference between the PMOD,
IRMB, and ACRIM composites is in their long‐term trends.
Figure 5d shows the largest and most significant disagree-
ment, which is that between the PMOD and ACRIM com-
posites [Lean, 2006; Lockwood and Fröhlich, 2008]. The
rapid relative drift between the two before 1981 arises
because although both employ the Nimbus HF data, ACRIM
(like IRMB) has not used the reevaluation of the early
degradation of the HF instrument. The second major dif-
ference is a step function change within what is termed the
“ACRIM gap” between the loss of the ACRIM I instrument
in mid‐1989 and the start of the ACRIM II data late in 1991.
Both the ACRIM and the PMOD composites use the
Nimbus HF data for this interval as these are the best
available data for this interval. The HF data series shows
several sudden jumps attributable to changes in the orien-
tation of the spacecraft and associated with switch‐off and
switch‐on. PMOD makes allowance for such a jump in the
ACRIM gap, but the ACRIM composite does not, which
gives rise to the step change in late 1989 and accounts for
virtually all of the difference between the long‐term drifts of
the two composites over the first two solar cycles [see
Fröhlich, 2006; Lockwood, 2010, and references therein].
[28] Additional support for the inclusion of the glitch
effect in the PMOD composite has recently come from an
analysis of solar magnetogram data [Wenzler et al., 2006].
In recent years, modeling has developed to the point where
>93% of the TSI variation observed by the SoHO satellite
has been reproduced by sorting pixels of the corresponding
magnetograms into five photospheric surface classifications
(sunspot umbra; sunspot penumbra; active region faculae;
network faculae; and the quiet, field‐free Sun). Each pixel is
then assigned a time‐independent spectrum for that classi-
fication on the basis of a model of the surface in question, as
developed by Unruh et al. [1999]. From this and the disc
location, the intensity can be estimated, and the TSI is
computed by summation over the whole disc [Krivova et al.,
2003]. This work has further developed into the so‐called
four‐component Spectral and Total Irradiance Reconstruc-
tions (SATIRE) model [Solanki, 2002; Krivova et al., 2003].
Figure 6 shows a scatterplot of the daily TSI values for
1996–2002 derived by this method using magnetograms
from the Michelson Doppler Interferometer (MDI) instru-
ment on board the SoHO spacecraft, as a function of the
simultaneous TSI value observed by the VIRGO instrument,
also on SoHO. The agreement is exceptional: the correlation
coefficient is 0.96, and the best fit linear regression (dashed
mauve and orange line) is very close to ideal agreement
(light blue). Recently, Wenzler et al. [2006] have extended
this analysis to ground‐based magnetograms. This is not
Figure 5. Composites of total solar irradiance 1978–2007:
(a) PMOD (TSIPMOD), (b) ACRIM (TSIACRIM), and (c) IRMB
(TSIIRMB). Colored lines show daily values, with color indi-
cating the instrumental source. Thick black lines indicate
81 day running means. Horizontal black lines drawn through
the minimum around 1985 (between solar cycles 21 and 22)
to highlight the trends in minimum values of the composites.
For each plot the bottom horizontal scale gives the year, and
the top scale gives the day number, where day 1 is 1 January
1980. (d) Difference between the PMOD and ACRIM com-
posites, TSIPMOD – TSIACRIM. Grey line indicates daily
values; black line indicates 81 day running means. During
several intervals, the gray line is hidden behind the black
line because the two composites employ data from the same
instruments (but the difference is not zero as they apply dif-
ferent calibrations).
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trivial because additional factors such as (partial) cloud
cover must be corrected for. The use of ground‐based data is
significant as it extends the interval which can be studied
back to 1979 so that it covers the same interval as the
ACRIM and PMOD composites (including the ACRIM
gap).
[29] These TSI model reconstructions are so accurate that
they provide a definitive test of the solar surface contribu-
tion to the various TSI composites. They confirm that unless
shadow effects are significant, the PMOD composite is more
accurate and that the ACRIM composite is in error because
it fails to account for the Nimbus HF pointing anomaly
during the ACRIM gap [Lockwood and Fröhlich, 2008].
Note that this conclusion does not depend on tuning the
SATIRE model to the PMOD composite: the model has
only one free fit parameter, and the glitch in the ACRIM gap
cannot be matched even if the ACRIM composite is used to
tune the model.
[30] To understand the implications of this correction,
note that in Figures 5a and 5b the PMOD composite gives a
decline in TSI since 1985 [Lockwood and Fröhlich, 2007],
whereas the ACRIM composite gives a rise up until 1996
and a fall since then [Lockwood, 2010]. The difference
arises entirely from the pointing direction glitch during the
ACRIM gap. The PMOD composite trend matches that in
the sunspot number, whereas the ACRIM composite trend
matches that in the galactic cosmic ray counts. Hence, the
long‐term trend in the PMOD composite is in the same
direction as the solar cycle variation, whereas the ACRIM
composite trend is in the opposite direction (remember that
TSI peaks at sunspot maximum when the GCR flux is a
minimum). To explain this inconsistency of the ACRIM
composite would require two competing effects in the
relationship between TSI and GCR fluxes that work in
opposite directions, such that the TSI and GCR fluxes are
anticorrelated on time scales of the 11 year SC and shorter,
yet are correlated on time scales longer than the 11 year SC.
The PMOD TSI data have fallen to unprecedentedly low
levels during the current solar minimum, although estimates
vary on the magnitude of this decline [Lockwood, 2010].
The mean of the PMOD TSI composite for September 2008
is 1365.1 W m−2, which is lower than that for the previous
minimum by more than 0.5 W m−2.
2.2.2. Spectral Irradiance
[31] Measurements of SSI were made by the Solar Stellar
Irradiance Comparison Experiment and Solar UV Spectral
Irradiance instruments on the UARS satellite in the 1980s
and 1990s. They revealed variations of the order of a few
percent in the near UV over an 11 year SC. The launch of
the SORCE satellite in 2003 carrying the Spectral Irradiance
Monitor (SIM) has provided the first measurements of SSI
across the whole spectrum from X‐ray to near IR. The
measurements suggest that over the declining phase of the
solar cycle between 2004 and 2007 there was a much larger
(factor of 4–6) decline in UV than indicated in Figure 3, and
this is partially compensated in the TSI variation by an
increase in radiation at visible wavelengths [Harder et al.,
2009]. These observed changes to the shape of the solar
spectrum variations were completely unexpected, and if
correct they will require the associated temperature and ozone
responses to be reassessed (see also sections 4.2.1 and 5).
[32] For longer time periods, reconstructions of SSI can be
made using multicomponent models. For example, the
SATIRE modeling concept can be applied independently to
different spectral wavelengths, and so the variability within
the irradiance spectrum can be estimated. The main
requirement is that the contrasts of the different types of
solar surface be known at each wavelength [Unruh et al.,
2008]. Work at present is aimed at improving our knowl-
edge of the short UV wavelengths, which is required for
accurate modeling of irradiance absorption in the strato-
sphere and upper atmosphere (see Figure 3). Improvements
made to date suggest that UV irradiance during the Maunder
Minimum was lower by as much as a factor of 2 at and
around the Ly‐a wavelength (121.6 nm) compared to recent
Smin periods and up to 5%–30% lower in the 150–300 nm
region [Krivova and Solanki, 2005]. However, this work is
still in its infancy. The model estimates match observed
spectra between 400 and 1300 nm very well but begin to fail
below 220 nm and also for some of the strong spectral lines.
[33] Interestingly, the large change observed by the
SORCE SIM instrument was not reflected in TSI, the Mg ii
index, F10.7, nor existing models of the UV variation. The
implications are not yet clear, but these recent data open up
the possibility that long‐term variability of the part of the UV
spectrum relevant to ozone production is considerably larger
in amplitude and has a different temporal variation compared
with the commonly used proxy solar indices (Mg ii index,
F10.7, sunspot number, etc.) and reconstructions.
2.3. Century‐Scale Solar Variability
[34] Apart from a few isolated naked eye observations
by ancient Chinese and Korean astronomers, sunspot data
Figure 6. Scatterplot of daily values of TSI, as simulated
from SoHO MDI magnetograms using the SATIRE proce-
dure, as a function of the simultaneous value observed by
the VIRGO instrument on SoHO. Data are for 1996–2002;
correlation coefficient is 0.96. Dashed mauve and orange
line indicates the best least squares linear regression fit; light
blue line indicates the ideal line of perfect agreement.
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series only extend back to the invention of the telescope
(around 1610), and well‐calibrated systematic measurements
only began about 100 years later. However, solar variability
on time scales of centuries to millennia can be reconstructed
using cosmogenic radionuclides such as 10Be and 14C whose
production rate in the atmosphere is modulated by solar
activity. In this way, at least the past 10,000 years can be
reconstructed [Vonmoos et al., 2006], although the temporal
resolution is poorer, signal‐to‐noise ratio is lower, and the
record must be corrected for variations in the geomagnetic
field. Recently, Steinhilber et al. [2009] derived from 10Be
the first TSI record covering almost 10,000 years. First,
they calculated the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)
necessary to explain the observed production changes
corrected for the geomagnetic dipole effects. They then
used the relationship between instrumental IMF and TSI
data during sunspot cycle minima to derive an estimate of
the TSI record.
[35] Sunspot numbers clearly reveal trends in solar mag-
netic phenomena, e.g., during the first half of the twentieth
century. There are also clear indications of cycles longer
than the 11 year SC, e.g., the Gleissberg cycle (80–90 years)
with variable amplitudes. The cosmogenic radionuclides
confirm the existence of these and other longer periodicities
(e.g., 208 year DeVries or Suess cycle, 2300 year Hallstatt
cycle, and others) and also the present relatively high level
of solar activity, although there is some controversy as to
how unusually high it really is [Muscheler et al., 2007;
Usoskin et al., 2004; Steinhilber et al., 2008].
[36] Periodicities, trends, and grand minima are features
of solar activity which, if detectable in climate records, can
be used to attribute climate changes to solar forcing [Beer
et al., 2000; Beer and van Geel, 2008]. However, one must
be aware that this may not always work well because there
are other forcings as well and the climate is a nonlinear
system which can react in a variety of ways. There are two
common methods employed to estimate TSI variations. One
is based on sunspot numbers and chromospheric indices to
quantify sunspot darkening and facular brightening, respec-
tively [Fröhlich, 2006]. The second uses solar magneto-
grams and the SATIRE irradiance modeling [Wenzler et al.,
2006]. While both are very successful in explaining short‐
term TSI changes over the past 3 decades [Solanki et al.,
2005], it is not yet clear to what extent TSI has changed
on multidecadal to centennial time scales [Krivova et al.,
2007], for example, to what extent TSI and SSI are reduced
during the Maunder Minimum, although estimates have
converged somewhat in recent years.
[37] Through the sunspot record we have good informa-
tion about the effect of sunspot darkening on TSI on these
time scales. Unfortunately, we have no direct measurements,
nor even a proxy indicator, of the corresponding variation
of facular brightening on these time scales, nor of the cor-
responding effect in the overlying chromosphere that mod-
ulates UV emission. As mentioned in section 2.1, there
could be effects of magnetic fields deeper in the convection
zone, the so‐called shadow effects, and there may be small
solar radius changes [Lockwood, 2010]. The SATIRE
modeling has shown that surface emissivity effects explain
recent solar cycles in TSI rather well, and these shadow (and
solar radius) effects are not significant effects over the past
30 years or so. However, this does not eliminate them as
factors on longer time scales.
[38] Several reconstructions of TSI variations on century
time scales have been made (see Figure 7) on the basis of a
variety of proxies including the envelope of the sunspot
number cycle R [Reid, 1997]; the length of the sunspot
cycle, L [Hoyt and Schatten, 1993]; the structure and decay
rate of individual sunspots [Hoyt and Schatten, 1993]; the
average sunspot number R and/or the group sunspot number
RG [Hoyt and Schatten, 1993; Zhang et al., 1994; Reid,
1997; Krivova et al., 2007]; the solar rotation and diame-
ter [Nesme‐Ribes et al., 1993; Mendoza, 1997]; a combi-
nation of R and its 11 year running mean, R11 [e.g., Lean,
2000a, 2000b], or a combination of R and L [e.g., Solanki
and Fligge, 2000]; sunspot group areas [Fligge and
Solanki, 1998]; Greenwich sunspot maps [Lockwood,
2004]; p mode amplitudes (estimated from R) [Bhatnagar
et al., 2002]; cosmogenic isotopes deposited in terrestrial
reservoirs [Bard et al., 2000; Steinhilber et al., 2009]; and
the open magnetic flux of the Sun derived from geomagnetic
activity data [Lockwood, 2002].
Figure 7. Reconstructions of past variations in TSI using
different solar proxies. Hoyt and Schatten [1993] estimates
are based on solar cycle length, L. Solanki and Fligge [1999,
2000] used the annual sunspot number, R (available back to
1713, dashed line). Lean et al. [1995] and Lean [2000a]
used a combination of the group sunspot number RG
(available back to 1611) and its 11 year running mean. In
these early reconstructions, the amplitude of the slowly
varying component was derived by comparison of the
modern‐day Sun and Maunder Minimum Sun with dis-
tributions of cyclic and noncyclic Sun‐like stars. Lockwood
and Stamper [1999] used the observed, but unexplained,
correlation between the variations of TSI and the open
coronal source flux on decadal time scales [Lockwood,
2002]. Wang et al. [2005] used a solar magnetic flux
transport model constrained to fit the observed open solar
flux variation [Lockwood et al., 1999]: the prediction pre-
sented here allows for a secular variation of ephemeral
magnetic flux. Foster [2004] and Lockwood [2004] used
Greenwich sunspot observations (available back to 1874).
Krivova et al. [2007] used RG.
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[39] For most of the early reconstructions (specifically
those by Lean et al. [1995], Lean [2000a, 2000b], Solanki
and Fligge [1999, 2000], and Hoyt and Schatten [1993])
the change in mean TSI between the Maunder Minimum
and recent decades was estimated using the observed dis-
tribution of the brightness of Sun‐like stars in their chro-
mospheric emissions. This scaling assumed that brighter
Sun‐like stars (of similar age and chemical abundance to the
Sun) show a decadal‐scale activity cycle and are analogous
to the present‐day Sun, whereas the less bright stars were
found to be noncyclic and are analogous to the Sun during
its Maunder Minimum state. The use of such stellar analogs
for estimating the long‐term changes in TSI was based on
the work of Baliunas and Jastrow [1990], who surveyed
observations of Sun‐like stars. However, recent surveys
have not reproduced their results and suggest that the
selection of the original set may have been flawed [Hall and
Lockwood, 2004; Giampapa, 2004]. Thus, the extent of the
positive drift in TSI between the Maunder Minimum and the
present day is uncertain.
[40] Some authors suggest there may be no actual change
[Foukal et al., 2004], while others suggest a long‐term
positive drift which is smaller than previously estimated
[Lean et al., 2002] (see, e.g., the Krivova et al. [2007]
estimate in Figure 7). There are, however, two reasons to
believe that the latter is the most likely. First, there is a
correlation of TSI with open solar flux [see, e.g., Lockwood,
2002]. The numerical modeling of emerged flux transport
and evolution [e.g., Wang et al., 2005] suggests that the
long‐term drift in open flux is matched by a similar drift in
the TSI [see also Krivova et al., 2007]. Second, Lockwood
and Fröhlich [2007] have recently demonstrated that there
is a coherent variation between the minimum TSI and the
mean sunspot number R11, as employed by Lean et al.
[1995, 2002] (although the TSI data sequence is short and
covers only three solar minima, so that extrapolating back to
the Maunder Minimum is full of uncertainty). Between 1985
and 2007, R11 fell from 83 to 63, and the Smin value in 2007
is 0.39 W m−2 lower than that in the 1985 minimum. Linear
extrapolation gives a value of TSI in the Maunder Minimum
(R11 = 0) that is 1.6 W m
−2 lower than the 1985 Smin value.
This agrees well with the field‐free irradiance estimated by
Foster [2004] and Lockwood [2004] and with the reconstruc-
tions by Lean [2000a] and Lockwood and Stamper [1999]
(also shown in Figure 7). Krivova et al. [2007] used sun-
spot data and the open flux modeling of Solanki et al. [2002]
and found a value of 1.3 W m−2 with an uncertainty range of
0.9–1.5 Wm−2, which is similar to but slightly lower than the
above estimate. These estimates for century‐scale TSI
changes of ∼0.9–1.6 W m−2 correspond to a change in
mean global radiative forcing of only 0.16–0.28 W m−2.
2.4. TSI and Galactic Cosmic Rays
[41] Paleoclimate studies have revealed links between
cosmogenic isotopes and climate indicators. For example,
one very striking result, shown in Figure 8, is due toNeff et al.
[2001], who correlated the d18O from a stalagmite in a cave
in northern Oman with theD14C from tree rings. They argue
that d18O is a good proxy for monsoonal rainfall in that
region, while D14C is a proxy for solar activity derived from
the abundance of 14C found in ancient tree trunks around the
world. The remarkable similarity between the d18O and
D14C time series has been interpreted to indicate a north-
ward shift in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ),
which is believed to have been a controlling influence on the
strength of the monsoon at the stalagmite location, which
plays a key role in its formation. It is usually assumed that
the link between cosmogenic isotopes and climate indicators
arises because the cosmogenic isotopes are inversely cor-
related with TSI [e.g., Bond et al., 2001; Neff et al., 2001].
Indeed, Bard et al. [2000] and Steinhilber et al. [2010] have
used cosmogenic nuclides to reconstruct TSI over the past
1200 years. Figure 9 demonstrates that such an anti-
correlation exists over recent solar cycles in both monthly
and annual mean data. Comparison of Figures 7 and 2
shows that this anticorrelation is also predicted on century
time scales by most TSI reconstructions [Lean et al., 1995].
[42] The processes by which the Sun’s magnetic field
modulates GCR fluxes are complex. However, simple
anticorrelations [e.g., Rouillard and Lockwood, 2004] sug-
gest that much of the variation (∼75%) of the GCR flux at
Earth is explained by the open solar flux, FS. The production
rate of 10Be and other cosmogenic radionuclides in the
atmosphere is directly proportional to the flux of cosmic ray
protons with energy from 1 to 3 GeV. On decadal to cen-
tennial time scales it is dominated by solar activity; on
longer time scales it is dominated by the geomagnetic dipole
field [Masarik and Beer, 2009]. After production, on the
way from the atmosphere to the polar ice caps, 10Be is
influenced by changes in climate. However, comparison
between Greenland and Antarctic records, as well as mod-
eling, shows that these effects are relatively small for pro-
duction changes on decadal and longer time scales [Heikkilä
et al., 2009] but become increasingly more serious for
annual resolution. Another issue is the accuracy of ice cores
covering thousands of years. Hence, there are several
complications in interpreting these indirect measures of
solar irradiance.
Figure 8. The d18O time series from the Hoti cave in north-
ern Oman compared with D14C [from Neff et al., 2001].
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[43] The connection between GCR and TSI is another
method for reconstructing TSI, with the potential to
encompass recent millennia using cosmogenic isotope
measurements [Usoskin et al., 2003; Solanki et al., 2004].
However, there is a key unknown parameter: the average
quiet Sun photospheric field [B]QS at sunspot minimum
during the Maunder Minimum [see Lockwood, 2004].
[44] In summary, a number of studies have demonstrated
that cosmogenic isotopes may indeed provide a proxy
indicator of long‐term TSI variations. The TSI does not vary
linearly with cosmogenic isotopes, but it does vary mono-
tonically with the isotope production rate [Lockwood, 2006].
We note, however, that the available observational data set
is of the polar deposition of 10Be and not of the actual
production rate P[10Be]. The production is influenced by
additional factors such as geomagnetic activity and geo-
magnetic field strength, for which the data can be adjusted,
and the abundance in any one terrestrial reservoir is also
modified by climate‐induced changes in deposition rate,
which is more difficult to estimate and account for. How-
ever, these are usually checked for using a combination of
the 10Be and 14C (and other) cosmogenic isotopes because
their deposition and history is so different they cannot be
influenced in the same way by climate changes. Because
14C is exchanged with the biomass and oceans in the carbon
cycle it does not show the SC variation seen in 10Be
abundances; however, centennial‐scale changes in the two
generally match very closely.
3. CLIMATE OBSERVATIONS
[45] Perhaps the first place to look for solar impact on the
Earth’s climate is in the upper atmosphere because it inter-
acts most directly with the radiation, particles, and magnetic
fields emitted by the Sun. Solar signals in the stratosphere
are relatively large and well documented during the past few
11 year SCs since satellite observations became widespread
and are described in section 3.1. We then move down in the
atmosphere and describe the 11 year SC signals in the tro-
posphere (section 3.2) and the surface (section 3.3). Finally,
because of its inertia and slow feedback mechanisms, the
climate system is also sensitive to long‐term solar changes,
and an overview of these observations is provided in
section 3.4.
3.1. Decadal Variations in the Stratosphere
3.1.1. Stratospheric Ozone
[46] Ozone is the main gas involved in radiative heating
of the stratosphere. Solar‐induced variations in ozone can
therefore directly affect the radiative balance of the strato-
sphere with indirect effects on circulation. Solar‐induced
ozone variations are possible through (1) changes in solar
UV spectral solar irradiance, which modifies the ozone
Figure 9. The anticorrelation of GCR fluxes with the TSI since 1978. Variations of (top left) PMOD TSI
composite and (bottom left) counts, C, detected by the neutron monitor at Climax. The grey line indicates
daily values, and the black line indicates the monthly means. (right) Scatterplot of TSI as a function of C.
Grey points are monthly means; black diamonds are annual means. The best fit linear regression to the
annual data is also plotted. The correlation coefficients (and significance levels) are −0.68 (99.99%)
and −0.85 (91.5%) for monthly and annual data, respectively (reprinted from Lockwood [2006] with
kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
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production rate through photolysis of molecular oxygen,
primarily in the middle to upper stratosphere at low latitudes
[Haigh, 1994], and (2) changes in the precipitation rate of
energetic charged particles, which can indirectly modify
ozone concentrations through changes in the abundance of
trace species that catalytically destroy ozone, primarily at
polar latitudes [e.g., Randall et al., 2007]. In addition,
transport‐induced changes in ozone can occur [e.g.,Hood and
Soukharev, 2003;Rind et al., 2004; Shindell et al., 2006;Gray
et al., 2009] as a consequence of indirect effects on circulation
caused by the above two processes.
[47] On the 11 year time scale, the mean irradiance near
200 nm has varied by ∼6%, over the past two solar cycles
(see Figure 3). Figure 10 shows the mean solar cycle ozone
variation as a function of latitude and altitude obtained from
a multiple regression statistical analysis of SAGE satellite
data for 1985–2003, excluding several years following the
Mt. Pinatubo volcanic eruption [see also Chandra and
McPeters, 1994; McCormack and Hood, 1996; Soukharev
and Hood, 2006; Randel and Wu, 2007]. In the upper
stratosphere where solar UV variations directly affect ozone
production rates, a statistically significant response of 2%–
4% is evident. Positive responses are also present at middle
and higher latitudes in the middle stratosphere and in the
tropics below the 20 hPa level. A statistically insignificant
response is obtained in the tropical middle stratosphere. The
lower stratospheric ozone response occurs at altitudes where
ozone is not in photochemical equilibrium and the ozone
lifetime exceeds dynamical transport time scales, which
implies that these ozone changes are induced by changes in
transport arising from a secondary dynamical response (see
also section 4).
[48] The density‐weighted height integral of ozone at each
latitude gives the “total column” ozone, and a clear decadal
oscillation in phase with the 11 year solar cycle is evident in
both satellite data [Soukharev and Hood, 2006] and ground‐
based (Dobson) data; the latter show a signal going back at
least to the middle 1960s (four cycles) [Chipperfield et al.,
2007; see also Zerefos et al., 1997]. The ozone response
in the lower stratosphere is believed to be the main cause of
the total column ozone signal because of the high number
densities at those levels.
3.1.2. Stratospheric Temperatures
and Winds
[49] There is also statistically significant evidence for
11 year SC variations in stratospheric temperature and zonal
winds. Figure 11 shows the temperature signal estimated
Figure 10. Annual averaged estimate of Smax minus Smin
ozone differences (%) from a multiple regression analysis
of SAGE II ozone data for the 1985–2003 period. Shaded
areas are significant at the 5% level [from Soukharev and
Hood, 2006].
Figure 11. Annual averaged estimate of Smax minus Smin temperature difference (K) derived from a
multiple regression analysis of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
Reanalysis (ERA‐40) data set (adapted from Frame and Gray [2010]). Dark and light shaded areas
denote statistical significance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively.
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from a multiple regression analysis of European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis
(ERA‐40) data, in which observations have been assimilated
into model data [Frame and Gray, 2010; see also Crooks
and Gray, 2005; Shibata and Deushi, 2008]. A maximum
response of ∼2 K is found in the tropical upper stratosphere,
at around the level of the maximum percentage ozone
response in Figure 10. Estimates suggest that approximately
half of this signal is the direct result of solar irradiance
changes and half is due to the additional ozone feedback
mechanism [e.g., Gray et al., 2009]. A second statistically
significant response is seen in the tropical and subtropical
lower stratosphere, similar to the ozone regression result of
Figure 10. As in the ozone analysis, the lower stratospheric
temperature response is indicative of a large‐scale dynami-
cal response, e.g., changes in net equatorial upwelling rates
[Shibata and Kodera, 2005; Gray et al., 2009].
[50] An alternative approach to estimating the 11 year SC
temperature signal has been to directly analyze the satellite
observations, which are recalibrated data from the TIROS
Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) infrared radiometers
[Scaife et al., 2000; Randel et al., 2009]. This approach has
the advantage of avoiding model influences and minimizing
instrument intercalibration errors that were not taken into
account by the ERA‐40 (or National Centers for Environ-
mental Prediction (NCEP)) reanalysis data sets. On the other
hand, the TOVS data have a somewhat lower vertical res-
olution of ∼10 km. The TOVS data analysis yields a reduced
response in the upper stratosphere of ∼1.1 K, and the
response is much broader in height, decreasing monotoni-
cally to ∼0.5 K in the lower stratosphere, without the two-
fold maximum in the tropical middle stratosphere that is
evident in Figure 11. This difference may be due to the low
vertical resolution of the TOVS observations [Gray et al.,
2009], or it may be a spurious feature of the regression
technique [Lee and Smith, 2003; Smith and Matthes, 2008].
[51] There is also an 11 year SC signal in zonal wind
fields. Figure 12 shows a strong positive zonal wind
response in the ERA‐40 regression analysis in the sub-
tropical lower mesosphere and upper stratosphere, which
has been shown to come predominantly from the winter
signal in each hemisphere [Crooks and Gray, 2005; Frame
and Gray, 2010]. This lower mesospheric subtropical jet
response near winter solstice had also been noted in previ-
ous analyses of rocketsonde and NCEP data [Kodera and
Yamazaki, 1990; Hood et al., 1993]. The zonal wind
anomaly is observed to propagate downward with time over
the course of the winter [Kodera and Kuroda, 2002], and
wave‐mean‐flow interactions are likely involved in pro-
ducing this response [Kodera et al., 2003].
[52] As already noted in section 1 there is an added
complication from the QBO [Labitzke, 1987; Labitzke and
van Loon, 1988; Labitzke et al., 2006]. Figure 13 shows
an updated version of Labitzke’s original results, which
show a clear dependence of North Pole (NP) 30 hPa geo-
potential heights on the 11 year SC, provided the observa-
tions are first grouped into QBO phase. In QBO easterly
years (QBO‐E), the 30 hPa (∼24 km) NP geopotential height
decreases with increasing solar activity, whereas in QBO
westerly years (QBO‐W) it increases with increasing solar
activity. Increased geopotential height at 30 hPa implies an
increase in the mean temperature below that pressure level
and vice versa. There is a well‐known “Holton‐Tan” rela-
tionship between the equatorial QBO and the NP geopo-
tential height and temperatures [Holton and Tan, 1980,
1982]. In general, the QBO‐E years (i.e., when the lower
stratospheric winds are from the east) tend to favor a
warmer, more disturbed Northern Hemisphere (NH) polar
vortex than the QBO‐W phase, with frequent large‐scale
wave disturbances to the vortex, known as stratospheric
sudden warmings (SSWs). However, SSWs are by no means
exclusive to the QBO‐E phase. When they do occur in the
QBO‐Wphase, they occur almost exclusively during an Smax
period, so that SSWs tend to be favored in Smin–QBO‐E and
Smax–QBO‐W years. Labitzke and van Loon [1988] have
suggested that the Holton‐Tan relationship actually reverses
Figure 12. Annual averaged Smax minus Smin differences in zonally averaged zonal wind (m s
−1) from
the ground to 0.1 hPa (∼65 km) derived from a multiple regression analysis of the ERA‐40 data set
(adapted from Frame and Gray [2010]). Dark and light shaded areas denote statistical significance at
the 1% and 5% levels, respectively. Contour values are 0, ±0.5, ±1, ±2, and ±3 m s−1 and a contour
interval of 2 m s−1 thereafter. Solid (dotted) contours denote positive (negative) values, and the dashed
line is zero.
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during Smax periods, although Gray et al. [2001] find only
that it is disrupted [see also Naito and Hirota, 1997; Camp
and Tung, 2007]. There is also a suggestion that the period
of the QBO in the equatorial lower stratosphere is modu-
lated by the 11 year solar cycle, with a longer QBO‐W
phase during Smax than during Smin years [Salby and
Callaghan, 2000, 2006; see also Pascoe et al., 2005],
although this has been questioned by Hamilton [2002] and
more recently by Fischer and Tung [2008].
[53] Although most observational studies have focused on
the NH winter period, the 11 year SC is evident in both
hemispheres and all seasons. Figure 14 shows high corre-
lations in the NH summer between 10.7 cm solar flux and
detrended 30 hPa temperatures. Although the correlations
are relatively high (0.7) when all years are included
(Figure 14, top), when the years are divided according to the
phase of the QBO they are even higher (0.9) in QBO‐E
phase (Figure 14, middle), showing once again a depen-
dence on the QBO. The seasonal evolution of the SC signal
(not shown) also confirms that a temperature signal is
present throughout the year in both hemispheres but the
zonal wind signal is primarily present in the respective
winter hemisphere [Crooks and Gray, 2005].
3.2. Decadal Variations in the Troposphere
3.2.1. Tropospheric Temperature and Winds
[54] Pioneering work of Labitzke and van Loon [1995]
demonstrated an 11 year SC variation in the annual mean
30 hPa geopotential height Z30 at a location near Hawaii
with an amplitude suggesting that the mean temperature of
the atmosphere below about 24 km is 0.5–1.0 K warmer at
Smax than at Smin. This is a large response, but from such
results it was not clear whether the signal was confined
locally or how the temperature anomaly was distributed in
the vertical. Later work [van Loon and Shea, 2000] con-
firmed an 11 year signal in the mean summertime zonally
averaged temperature of the NH upper troposphere with
amplitude of 0.2–0.4 K. More recently, analysis of the
NCEP/National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis
data set shows a response in both tropospheric zonally
averaged temperature and winds in which the midlatitude
jets are weaker and farther poleward in Smax years [Haigh,
2003; Haigh et al., 2005; Haigh and Blackburn, 2006, see
Figures 4.5c and 4.5d], and these signals are also evident in
Figures 11 and 12.
3.2.2. Tropical Circulations
[55] Estimates of the 11 year solar signal in tropical cir-
culations are difficult to obtain because of the small‐
Figure 13. Scatter diagrams of the monthly mean 30 hPa geopotential heights (geopotential kilometers)
in February at the North Pole (1942–2010), plotted against the 10.7 cm solar flux in solar flux units (1 sfu =
10−22 W m −2 Hz−1). (left) Years in the east phase of the quasi‐biennial oscillation (QBO) (n = 31). (right)
Years in the west phase (n = 38). The numbers indicate the respective years, solid symbols indicate major
midwinter warmings, r is the correlation coefficient, and DH gives the mean difference of the heights
(geopotential meters) between solar maxima and minima (minima are defined by solar flux values below
100). Updated from Labitzke et al. [2006], http://www.borntraeger‐cramer.de.
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amplitude signal, the short period of available data, and,
particularly, the large errors associated with estimates of
vertical velocities. However, in their analysis of station
radiosonde data from the tropics and subtropics, Labitzke
and van Loon [1995] suggested that the Hadley cell (in
which there is generalized upwelling at equatorial latitudes
and descent in the subtropics) was stronger at Smax. In an
analysis of NCEP vertical velocities, van Loon et al. [2004,
2007] found a similar dependence of the Hadley cell
strength, and Kodera [2004], using the same data, noted a
suppression of near equatorial convective activity at Smax
and enhanced off‐equatorial convection in the Indian mon-
soon. Haigh [2003] and Haigh et al. [2005] analyzed NCEP
zonal mean temperature and zonal wind data and found a
weakened and broadened Hadley cell under Smax, together
with a poleward shift of the subtropical jet and Ferrel cell.
Gleisner and Thejll [2003], again using NCEP vertical
velocities, found a similar poleward expansion of the
Hadley circulation at Smax with stronger ascending motions at
the edge of the rising branch. Brönnimann et al. [2007] used
a new extended upper air temperature and geopotential
height data set based on radiosonde and aircraft observations
Figure 14. Correlation between the 10.7 cm solar flux and the detrended 30 hPa temperatures in July,
shaded for emphasis where correlations are above 0.5. (top) All years (1968–2002). (middle) QBO‐E
years only. (bottom) QBO‐W years only. (Adapted from Labitzke [2003], http://www.borntraeger‐
cramer.de).
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and concurred with the poleward displacement of the sub-
tropical jet and Ferrel cell but could find no clear solar signal
in the strength of the Hadley circulation.
[56] Other studies have sought to identify solar influences
on the strength and extent of the Walker circulation (i.e., the
east–west tropical circulation pattern, which is intimately
connected with the north–south tropical “Hadley” circula-
tion). van Loon et al. [2007] and Meehl et al. [2008] found a
strengthened Walker circulation at Smax which was distinct
from the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) signal [van
Loon and Meehl, 2008]. Lee et al. [2009] also found a
strengthening of the Walker circulation. The associated sea
surface temperature (SST) response at Smax was a cool
anomaly in the equatorial eastern Pacific and poleward
shifted ITCZ and South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ)
[van Loon et al., 2007; Meehl et al., 2008]. This was fol-
lowed by a warm anomaly with a lag of a couple of years
[Meehl et al., 2008; White and Liu, 2008a, 2008b]. Gleisner
and Thejll [2003] also found a stronger Walker circulation at
Smax with enhanced upward motion in the tropical western
Pacific connected to stronger descending motions in the
tropical eastern Pacific during Smax. Kodera et al. [2007]
have also suggested a solar modulation of the ENSO cycle
which is manifest mainly in the western extent of the Walker
cell and links to the behavior of the Indian Ocean monsoon.
[57] Unequivocal identification of a solar signal in tro-
pospheric mean circulation (if one is indeed present) might
help to disentangle the various proposed mechanisms for
solar influence on climate (see section 4). The “top‐down”
influence based on solar heating of the stratosphere [Haigh,
1996, 1999; Kodera and Kuroda, 2002; Kodera, 2004;
Shindell et al., 1999, 2006] (see section 4.2) tends to suggest
strengthened tropical convection with poleward shifted
ITCZ and SPCZ at Smax, as do the “bottom‐up” mechanisms
(based on solar heating of the sea surface and dynamically
coupled air‐sea interaction [Meehl et al., 2003, 2008]).
Recent studies suggest that these two mechanisms work in
the same direction and add together to produce an amplified
SST, precipitation, and cloud response in the tropical Pacific
to a relatively small solar forcing [Rind et al., 2008; Meehl
et al., 2009]. Results of observational analyses suffer from
the short data periods available, though the model simula-
tions do not have this limitation. There are also indications
from both observations and model studies that the responses
depend on complex nonlinear interactions between the
various influencing processes, which makes the task of
identifying and understanding the detailed tropical response
much more difficult.
3.2.3. Extratropical Modes of Variability
[58] Annular modes are hemispheric‐scale patterns of
climate variability and owe their existence to internal
atmospheric dynamics in the middle to high latitudes. They
describe variability in deviations from the seasonal cycle. In
the pressure field, the annular modes are characterized by
north–south shifts in atmospheric mass between the polar
regions and the middle latitudes. In the wind field, the
annular modes describe north–south vacillations in the
extratropical zonal wind with centers of action located at
∼55°–60° and ∼30°–35° latitude. By convention, a positive
annular mode index is defined as lower than normal pres-
sures over the polar regions and stronger westerly winds
along ∼55°–60° latitude. While the terms northern annular
mode (NAM) and southern annular mode (SAM) are used to
describe hemispheric behavior at any level in the atmo-
sphere, the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and NAO are the cor-
responding surface measures of variability in the middle‐ to
high‐latitude NH and the North Atlantic–European region,
respectively.
[59] Several authors [e.g., Kuroda and Kodera, 1999;
Castanheira and Graf, 2003] have found evidence for
modulation of the NAO by the state of the stratosphere, and
some [e.g., Kodera, 2002; Boberg and Lundstedt, 2002;
Thejll et al., 2003; Kuroda and Kodera, 2004, 2005;
Kuroda et al., 2007; Lee and Hameed, 2007; Barriopedro
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2008] have found a solar cycle signal
in the NAM and SAM, though others such as Moore et al.
[2006] have not. Most of these studies, however, have used
simple linear regression or confined their discussions to
correlation coefficients and so have not considered the
impact of other potential forcing factors nor found the
magnitude of the implied solar signals.
[60] In an attempt to refine this, Haigh and Roscoe [2009]
carried out a multiple regression analysis of time series of
the NAM and SAM indices throughout the depth of the
atmosphere. A significant response to the 11 year SC was
not evident if the solar and QBO terms were included sep-
arately, but when they were combined into a single term
(solar multiplied by QBO) to represent their interaction, then
a statistically significant response was found, particularly
near the surface: the polar vortices were weaker and warmer
in Smax–QBO‐W and Smin–QBO‐E years and stronger and
colder in Smax–QBO‐E and Smin–QBO‐W years. This is
consistent with the results shown in Figure 13. Nevertheless,
volcanic aerosols also have a large impact on the annular
modes. Given the timing of large eruptions during the late
twentieth century (1982 and 1991), great care is required to
avoid confusing the solar and volcanic signals during recent
decades. Recent analysis using a data set extended to
include the most recent Smax period during which there was
no coincident volcanic eruption has enabled an improved
separation of the two signals [Frame and Gray, 2010] and
showed that the solar signal is statistically significant.
3.2.4. Clouds and Precipitation
[61] Marsh and Svensmark [2003] reported a strong pos-
itive correlation of the monthly time series of low cloud
amount (LCA) and GCRs over the period 1983–2005. The
GCRs are represented by neutron monitor data measured at
Climax in Colorado (see section 2.4), and cloud amounts
were taken from the International Satellite Cloud Climatol-
ogy Project (ISCCP) D2 data set. However, their study
included an adjustment to the cloud data which they pro-
posed was required to take account of an intercalibration
problem with the ISCCP cloud data between September
1994 and January 1995, in the absence of a polar satellite. In
fact, the various satellites used in the ISCCP composite are
not intercalibrated across the 1994–1995 gap, but each sat-
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ellite is calibrated individually against the record considered
to be most reliable, that of the earlier NOAA 9 satellite.
Hence, while intercalibration differences between satellites
could lead to a one‐time jump as a new satellite enters the
data set, they cannot produce spurious trends. The contro-
versial adjustment applied by Marsh and Svensmark [2003]
dramatically alters the entire time series after 1994. If one
examines the ISCCP data and GCR records directly (see
Figure 15), it becomes clear that without the doubtful
alterations made to the post‐1994 satellite record, there is no
evidence for correlation after the early 1990s. As there is no
compelling evidence that the time‐varying adjustment of
Marsh and Svensmark [2003] is required, we conclude that
the current data do not provide substantial support to the
hypothesized cloud cover linkage to cosmic rays.
[62] Alternative analyses of correlations between GCR
and low cloud cover, using ISCCP and ship‐based cloud
data, also find that the observations do not support the
hypothesized cloud cover–cosmic ray linkage. Sun and
Bradley [2002] found that the effect was only present in
the North Atlantic within specific data sets [see also Marsh
and Svensmark, 2004; Sun and Bradley, 2004]. More
recently, Sloan and Wolfendale [2008] found that less than
23% of the 11 year cycle in cloud could be attributed to the
solar modulation of cosmic rays.
[63] A number of studies have indicated that the ISCCP
data set is not suitable for long‐term trend or variation
studies [Klein and Hartmann, 1993; Kernthaler et al., 1999;
Evan et al., 2007]. We note also that the overall (one sigma)
accuracy of ISCCP cloud amount at the global mean level is
of the order of 2%, and thus, none of the long‐term trends or
apparent cyclic behavior, which are at about the 1% level,
are significant (G. Tselioudis, personal communication,
2008). It is therefore unclear whether current data can
resolve this issue, though it is clear that it cannot offer the
strong support for long‐term impacts of GCR fluxes on
cloud cover that have been claimed by some. Nevertheless,
using short‐term (3‐hourly) ISSCP data, high‐pass filtered
to remove long‐term trends, a positive correlation between
low cloud and GCR is still evident, indicating a 3% cloud
variation [Brown, 2008].
[64] An analysis which does not suffer from these pro-
blems of long‐term data stability is to search for the effect of
sudden reductions in GCR fluxes called Forbush decreases.
These are caused by the transient effect of coronal mass
ejections that pass over or close to the Earth. Using a
superposed epoch (compositing) analysis of the largest of
these events, Svensmark et al. [2009] have recently reported
large (up to 7%) global cloud cover decreases, as detected
by a number of satellites, following these Forbush decreases
in GCR fluxes. The difficulty with this kind of study is that
there are very few large Forbush decreases when satellite
cloud data are available, so results tend to be dominated by a
single event. This possibility is increased because the
authors reduce the set of events to those common to all the
available satellite cloud data sets used. The cloud response
in this study peaked 7 days after the GCR decrease, which is
not an expected delay. With the greater spatial and spectral
resolution available in the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite data,Kristjánsson et al.
[2008] found only weak negative correlations between GCR
and cloud properties during Forbush events, except for the
eastern Atlantic Ocean region in which both the negative
correlations between GCR and cloud and between GCR and
cloud thickness were statistically significant. In a very
detailed correlation analysis of the effective calculated
spatial ionization changes using six Forbush decreases and
allowing for different lags between cosmic ray flux and
Figure 15. Monthly averages of ISCCP D2 IR global low cloud amount derived from a combination of
polar orbiting and geostationary satellites (thin dashed line) and cosmic rays (thick solid line). The low
cloud amount has not been adjusted to allow for a possible intercalibration problem after 1994 suggested
by Marsh and Svensmark [2003].
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cloud cover, no significant effect of cosmic rays on low
cloud cover could be found [Calogovic et al., 2010]. Dis-
cussion of the significance of these studies has been re-
viewed by Lockwood [2010].
[65] An entirely different approach to cloud measure-
ments, which is also unaffected by the long‐term calibration
issues of satellite instruments, employs surface‐based cloud
determinations, using solar radiation measurements [Duchon
and O’Malley, 1999; Long and Ackerman, 2000;Calbó et al.,
2001; Harrison et al., 2008]. Harrison and Stephenson
[2005] employed 50 years of UK data and found that days
with high cosmic rays had greater odds of being overcast
and, on average, coincided with days having a 2% increased
diffuse fraction, which implied slightly increased cloud
cover. Since linear correlation explained less than 0.2% of
the variance in cloud cover, a nonlinear relationship was
concluded. A response in UK tree ring data to cosmic rays
has also been suggested to be related to diffuse radiation
changes [Dengel et al., 2009].
[66] Solar effects on clouds can also be inferred from
changes in precipitation. Figure 16b shows precipitation
anomalies during peak solar activity years from an analysis
of observed data. The pattern shows a decrease of precipi-
tation around the equator which coincides with a “cold
tongue” of anomalous SSTs (Figure 16a) analogous to the
pattern that occurs during ENSO cold event (La Niña) years.
The increase in precipitation both north and southwest
coincides with a shift away from the equator of the ITCZ
and SPCZ [Meehl et al., 2008, 2009]. Besides direct records
of precipitation rates, there is documentary information on
Figure 16. (a) Composite average sea surface temperature anomaly in the Pacific sector for December,
January, and February (DJF) for 11 peak solar years (°C). (b) Same as Figure 16a but for composite aver-
age surface precipitation anomaly from three available peak solar years (mm s−1). Adapted from Meehl et
al. [2009]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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lake and river levels (e.g., the Nile [Fraedrich and Bantzer,
1991; de Putter et al., 1998; Eltahir and Wang, 1999;
Kondrashov et al., 2005]) and catastrophic floods and
droughts [Verschuren et al., 2000; Hong et al., 2001;
Ruzmaikin et al., 2006]. These changes do not, however,
distinguish direct GCR effects on clouds from other
mechanisms.
3.3. Decadal Variations at the Earth’s Surface
[67] Many studies have investigated whether 11 year SC
variations can be detected in recent, more accurate
observations of temperatures at the Earth’s surface. This
poses considerable challenges as many other factors were
also influencing climate during this period, including
increasing greenhouse gases, volcanic eruptions, and aerosol
changes. Some of these are themselves poorly quantified,
such as aerosols, and some may have similar impacts on
surface climate to solar irradiance changes. Additional
complications arise when different forcings have similar
temporal changes, as has been the case with the solar cycle
and volcanic forcing over parts of the twentieth century.
Hence, isolation of any solar signal is not straightforward.
[68] Nonetheless, some signals of solar forcing appear to
be present at decadal time scales in particular regions. White
et al. [1997] examined basin average ocean temperatures
with two independent SST data sets: surface marine weather
observations (1900–1991) and upper ocean bathythermo-
graph temperature profiles (1955–1994). They found var-
iations in phase with solar activity across the Indian, Pacific,
and Atlantic oceans. Global averages yielded maximum
changes of 0.08 ± 0.02 K on decadal (∼11 year period)
scales and 0.14±0.02 K on interdecadal (∼22 year period)
scales. The highest correlations were obtained with ocean
temperatures lagging solar activity by 1–2 years, which is
roughly the time scale expected for the upper layers of the
ocean (<100 m) to reach equilibrium.
[69] A number of studies have also noted a strong regional
response to the 11 year SC. For example, White et al. [1997,
1998] found that the 11 year SC associated with SST vari-
ability during the twentieth century was remarkably similar
to the spatial pattern of the ENSO, which has a 3–5 year
period (see section 3.2.2 and Figure 16). Allan [2000] and
White and Tourre [2003] detected this 11 year signal, which
they referred to as a quasi‐decadal oscillation, in global SST
and sea level pressure patterns rising significantly above the
background noise, along with ENSO and QBO periods.
White and Liu [2008a, 2008b] have subsequently noted an
El Niño–like warm event in the tropical eastern Pacific SSTs
that is coincident with peaks in solar forcing, preceded and
succeeded by cold events, which they proposed were asso-
ciated with nonlinear phase locking of odd harmonics and
could explain a significant fraction of equatorial eastern
Pacific SST variability (see also section 4.1). Meehl et al.
[2008], on the other hand, noted a cold (La Niña–like)
event which coincided with the peak in sunspot numbers,
followed a few years later by a warm El Niño–like event.
Thus, there is an apparent disagreement between these two
analyses. However, Roy and Haigh [2010] have noted that
the peak in sunspot number occurs a year or so in advance of
the peak in the observed decadal solar irradiance variability,
so that the Meehl et al. [2008] cold event coincident with
sunspot year maximum is not inconsistent with the White
and Liu results.
[70] Land temperatures also show SC relationships in
some regions. Recent analyses indicate significant correla-
tions between 11 year SC forcing and surface climate that
appear to be robust both to the data set used and the
methodology employed [Camp and Tung, 2007; Tung and
Camp, 2008].
3.4. Century‐Scale Variations
[71] Going back in time, it is inevitable that instrumental
and documentary records of climate become increasingly
sparse and unequally distributed around the globe. On
longer time scales, evidence for a Sun‐climate linkage must
rely entirely on indirect information stored in natural
archives, such as ice cores, marine and lacustrine (lake bed)
sediments, peat deposits, speleothems (stalactites and sta-
lagmites), and tree rings. These archival reservoirs provide
only indirect measures of temperature and precipitation by
using climate proxies such as isotopic ratios, elemental
concentrations, layer thicknesses, and biological indicators.
Nevertheless, there are many advantages of using climate
proxy records: they cover very long time periods of up to
several 103–104 years with relatively high temporal resolu-
tion, providing information on past climate for many parts
of the globe. They also allow investigation of solar forcing
of climate change prior to large‐scale human influences on
the atmosphere.
3.4.1. Solar Proxies
[72] As described in section 2, it has been known for
about 50 years that GCR intensity reflects solar activity
because of modulation by solar magnetic fields carried away
from the Sun by the solar wind. The larger the solar activity,
the stronger the shielding, and the lower the cosmic ray
intensity penetrating into the atmosphere. In the atmosphere
cosmic rays interact with nitrogen and oxygen, producing
cosmogenic radionuclides such as 10Be and 14C, so that
measuring 10Be and 14C stored in terrestrial reservoirs pro-
vides a means to reconstruct the history of solar activity over
millennia. Precise calibration remains challenging, however,
and is based on the comparatively short period of overlap
with modern observations. Hence, these solar proxies pro-
vide a much more precise estimate of the temporal variations
of solar irradiance than its magnitude. In addition, the 10Be
and 14C signals stored in ice and tree rings do not solely
reflect changes in solar activity. For example, the geomag-
netic field also shields Earth from cosmic rays and varies on
long time scales. In the case of 14C, the newly produced 14C
is mixed with 14C already present in the carbon reservoirs
(atmosphere, biosphere, and ocean), causing an attenuation
and a delay of the production signal. In the case of 10Be the
production signal can be altered to some extent by the
transport processes from the point in the atmosphere where
it is produced to the site where it becomes stored in an ice
core. While the effect of the geomagnetic dipole moment
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can be removed relatively easily using paleomagnetic data,
the transport effects are more difficult to deal with. One
approach makes use of the fact that the 10Be and 14C records
are produced by a common signal but are transported in
different ways [Heikkilä et al., 2008; Field et al., 2006].
3.4.2. Climate Proxies
[73] Care is also required in proxy climate data quality
and chronological control. Although they can be calibrated
against more recent instrumental records, there is a risk that
calibration using relatively short periods may not be fully
valid for preinstrumental times because climate proxies may
depend in a complex way on multiple climatic and envi-
ronmental parameters that are likely to change over longer
time scales [Jones and Mann, 2004; Jones et al., 2009]. A
good example of a climate proxy is peat, for example, the
Holocene peat deposits in the rainwater‐fed raised bogs in
northwest Europe. Plant remains in peat deposits can be
identified, and by using ecological information of peat‐
forming species, changes in species composition of sequences
of peat samples can be interpreted as evidence for climate
change in the past. The degree of decomposition of the peat‐
forming plants is also related to former climatic conditions
(e.g., more decomposed peat when formed under drier
conditions and better preserved plant remains during periods
of wetter climatic conditions).
[74] Calibration of single radiocarbon dates usually yields
irregular probability distributions in calendar age, quite
often over long time intervals. This is problematic in paleo-
climatological studies, especially when a precise temporal
comparison between different climate proxies is required.
However, closely spaced sequences of (uncalibrated) 14C
dates of peat deposits display wiggles, which can be fitted to
the wiggles in the radiocarbon calibration curve. The practice
of dating peat samples using 14C “wiggle‐match dating” has
greatly improved the precision of radiocarbon chronologies
since its application by van Geel and Mook [1989]. By 14C
wiggle‐matching peat sequences, high‐precision calendar
age chronologies can be generated [Blaauw et al., 2003]
which show that increased mire surface wetness occurred
together with suddenly increasing atmospheric production of
14C during the early Holocene, the subboreal‐subatlantic
transition, and the Little Ice Age (Wolf, Spörer, Maunder, and
Dalton minima of solar activity). Peat records showing this
phenomenon are available from the Netherlands [van der
Plicht et al., 2004; Kilian et al., 1995; van Geel et al., 1998],
the Czech Republic [Speranza et al., 2002], the UK, and
Denmark [Mauquoy et al., 2002].
[75] Precise chronologies are crucial to determine leads
and lags and rates of climate change and to help establish
causal relationships. Chronological uncertainties of paleo-
climate time series are typically 1%–2% of the absolute age,
for example, between 100 and 200 years for a 10,000 year
old sample. This age error corresponds to a full Gleissberg
(∼90 years) and de Vries (208 years) solar cycle. However,
recent progress has considerably improved the accuracy, e.g.,
in the case of stalagmites to a few years throughout the
Holocene. In some cases, there is a well‐established data
record, e.g., ice core layers containing ash from a well‐
documented historical volcanic eruption. Also, some
archives such as ice cores provide information on climate
forcing (solar activity as derived from 10Be) and at the same
time on climate response (e.g., d18O), which is independent
of the dating accuracy. Finally, we note that some archives,
such as ice cores, are restricted for obvious natural reasons
to certain geographical areas.
3.4.3. Twentieth Century Changes
[76] In climate models, the pattern of surface response
(i.e., land plus sea) to solar irradiance variations is fairly
similar to the response to greenhouse gases [Wetherald and
Manabe, 1975; Nesme‐Ribes et al., 1993; Cubasch et al.,
1997, 2006; Santer et al., 2003], with amplification at
high latitudes, where strong positive snow and ice albedo
feedbacks operate, and amplification of continental interiors
relative to oceans. Hence, while century‐scale data show
global or hemispheric mean surface air temperatures that are
correlated with solar indices, e.g., using solar cycle length as
a proxy for irradiance [Thejll and Lassen, 2000], this simple
correlation is no guarantee of a causal relationship. In fact, a
comparison of solar cycle length over the past several cen-
turies shows that if the apparent relationship between solar
variability and mean surface air temperature in twentieth
century data were indeed real, then solar variations should
have driven much larger global or hemispheric temperature
variations in the longer‐term past than are seen in proxy
reconstructions [Laut, 2003]. Similarly, global mean SSTs
and sunspot numbers are correlated during the twentieth
century [Reid, 2000], but attributing this relationship to solar
forcing of SSTs implies a climate sensitivity that is incon-
sistent with evidence from earlier centuries. More likely, the
apparent relationship results from coincidental similarity in
the temporal evolution of sunspots and global or hemi-
spheric mean temperatures, with the latter responding to
gradually increasing greenhouse gases and highly variable
temporal trends in aerosols.
[77] Advanced statistical detection and attribution method-
ologies have been developed to take account of uncertainties in
the magnitude of various forcings, including solar irradiance
forcing [see, e.g., Stott et al., 2003]. These analyses scale the
response patterns to each forcing to determine the best match
to observations. Also, to distinguish between the various
possible forcings, additional observations are incorporated.
For example, although the surface response to solar and
greenhouse gas (GHG) forcings is similar, as noted above, the
GHG response in the stratosphere is opposite to that in the
troposphere [Ramaswamy et al., 2006], giving a so‐called
GHG “fingerprint” that has a very different vertical structure
from the solar one.
[78] Model simulations of twentieth century climate that
include all the major, known forcings (solar, volcanoes,
GHGs, aerosols, and ozone), together with the detection‐
attribution techniques based on observed patterns, have
shown that most of the global warming in the first half of the
twentieth century was natural in origin, and much of this can
be attributed to an increase in solar forcing [Tett et al., 2002;
Stott et al., 2000, 2003; Shiogama et al., 2006; Meehl et al.,
2004; Knutson et al., 2006; Hegerl et al., 2003; IPCC,
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2007]. These same studies and others [e.g., North and
Stevens, 1998] also concluded that most of the warming in
the latter twentieth and early 21st centuries was due to
increasing GHGs that have overwhelmed any natural
changes in solar forcing. Results for the past 20 years
continue to indicate that solar forcing is playing at most a
weak role in current global temperature trends [Lockwood
and Fröhlich, 2007]. There have been controversial sug-
gestions of much larger solar control of global temperatures
[Friis‐Christensen and Lassen, 1991; Svensmark and Friis‐
Christensen, 1997], but these have been severely criticized
on the basis of their statistical approach [Laut, 2003; Damon
and Laut, 2004].
3.4.4. Maunder Minimum
[79] Since the pioneering work of Eddy [1976] on the
Maunder Minimum period, much more detailed work has
been done on the climate change in Europe during this
pronounced solar minimum. In historical temperature
reconstructions, enhanced solar irradiance is correlated with
a shift toward a positive NAO index (see section 3.2.3) and
vice versa for reduced solar irradiance periods such as the
Maunder Minimum [Waple et al., 2002; Mann et al., 2009].
There is also a distinct shift to the positive NAO index in the
1–2 years immediately following large tropical volcanic
eruptions [Shindell et al., 2004]. Enhanced solar irradiance
and large volcanic eruptions both lead to continental Europe
warming through enhanced westerlies associated with the
positive shift of the NAO. However, long‐term solar forcing
appears to dominate over volcanic eruptions, which induce a
more homogeneous hemisphere‐wide cooling.
[80] Analysis of early surface pressure data from Europe
is also consistent with enhanced northeasterly winds asso-
ciated with a negative NAO index during the Maunder
Minimum [Wanner et al., 1995; Slonosky et al., 2001;
Luterbacher et al., 2001; Xoplaki et al., 2001]. Ocean sed-
iment cores also support a shift toward a negative NAO
during the Maunder Minimum [Keigwin and Pickart, 1999].
Increased solar irradiance through the first half of the
eighteenth century might also have induced a shift toward a
positive NAO/AO index, suggested by independent proxy
NAO reconstructions [Luterbacher et al., 1999, 2002; Cook
et al., 2002]. Unforced variability in the NAO/AO is large,
however, which is one reason why solar irradiance accounts
for only a modest portion of the total variability in this
pattern. For example, solar irradiance estimates stayed at
relatively high values until the turn of the nineteenth cen-
tury, whereas NAO/AO index reconstructions and European
winter and spring temperatures indicate lower values
[Luterbacher et al., 2004; Xoplaki et al., 2005].
[81] Luterbacher et al. [2004] report a cooling trend in
Europe during the early Maunder Minimum, followed by a
strong warming trend in winter over Europe between 1684
and the late 1730s (see Figure 17). Such an intense increase
in European winter temperature over a comparable time
period has not been observed at any other time in the
500 year record. The spatial trend map indicates particularly
strong trends over Scandinavia and the Baltic region of up to
0.8 K decade−1. Climate reconstructions for Europe in
springtime back to 1500 A.D. using multiproxy climate data
[Xoplaki et al., 2005] also show a strong increase in win-
tertime temperature at around the same time as that shown in
Figure 17. This also agrees with seasonally resolved NH
temperature reconstructions based on borehole data [Harris
and Chapman, 2005]. In addition, Pauling et al. [2006]
found a European‐wide increase in winter precipitation
for the same period. These large changes in temperature
and precipitation also had implications for glaciers in
Scandinavia. Nesje and Dahl [2003] suggest that the rapid
glacial advance in the early eighteenth century in southern
Norway was mainly due to increased winter precipitation
and mild winters related to the strong positive NAO trend.
A comparison of recent mass balance records and glacier
fluctuations in southern Norway and the European Alps
suggests that the asynchronous “Little Ice Age” maxima in
the two regions may be attributed to multidecadal trends in
the north–south dipole NAO pattern. Hence, there is ample
evidence that reduced solar irradiance during the Maunder
Minimum modulated the NAO variability pattern, creating
distinct shifts in European temperatures, winds, and pre-
cipitation. Similar, but oppositely signed, changes are
likely to have taken place during the medieval period of
comparatively enhanced irradiance [Mann et al., 2009;
Trouet et al., 2009].
3.4.5. Past Millennium and the Holocene
[82] Glaciers advance during periods of low solar activity
[Wiles et al., 2004], indicating increased winter precipitation
and/or reduced summer temperatures. Similar results have
been obtained from tropical Andean glaciers [Polissar et al.,
2006]. Studies of Mg/Ca ratios of lacustrine ostracodes
(types of crustaceans) in sediments in the northern Great
Figure 17. Winter temperature trends (°K decade−1) from
1684 to 1738. The thick solid lines represent the 95% and
99% confidence levels (error probabilities of 0.05 and
0.01, respectively) using a Mann‐Kendall trend test.
Except for the Mediterranean area, the warming trends are
statistically significant over the whole of Europe. From
Luterbacher et al. [2004]. Reprinted with permission from
AAAS.
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Plains [Yu and Ito, 1999] provide an indication of water
temperature and evaporation/precipitation balance and sug-
gest that dry periods coincided with lower solar activity.
The abundance of the planktonic foraminifer Globiger-
inoides sacculifer in marine sediments from the western
and northern Gulf of Mexico has been used as a proxy for
the mean latitudinal position of the ITCZ and suggests
that migration of the ITCZ is, in part, linked to solar
activity, with a more southerly position of the ITCZ during
centennial‐scale intervals of low solar activity [Poore et al.,
2004]. This result is consistent with that inferred from the Ti
content of sediment cores in the Cariaco basin off Venezuela
[Haug et al., 2001] and from the northward shift of the ITCZ
during 11 year peaks in solar forcing noted in section 3.2.2.
A comprehensive review of climate variability and forcings
during the past 6000 years is given by Wanner et al. [2008].
[83] These proxies and many others from different areas
provide consistent evidence that solar grand minima affect
climate. At the same time, however, clear differences indi-
cate that solar forcing is only one factor among others and
cannot explain the full variance of climate change evident in
these proxy records. Furthermore, for example, analyses of
lake records from West Africa show opposite results to
those from East African lakes, suggesting complex changes
in the hydrologic cycle that resulted in a shift in precipita-
tion from the western to the eastern part of the continent
during periods of decreased irradiance [Russell and Johnson,
2007]. Such changes may result from solar modulation of
coupled variability patterns at high and tropical latitudes,
such as the NAO and ENSO, in addition to the position of
the ITCZ.
[84] Analyses of NH mean temperatures during the last
millennium reconstructed from a network of proxies,
including ice cores, tree rings, corals, and documentary evi-
dence, as well as reconstructions based on tree rings alone,
show substantial correlations with solar forcing at multi-
decadal time scales [Weber, 2005]. Regression of these time
series yields a response of 0.2–0.3 K (W m−2)−1 at multi-
decadal time scales. The spatial pattern of the centennial‐
scale response shows a distinct regional surface temperature
response [Waple et al., 2002;Mann et al., 2009], as illustrated
in Figure 18. The response maximizes at time scales of more
than 4 decades and is less for the 11 and 22 year periodicities.
The spatial structure resembles that of the AO/NAO, a result
also seen in the analyses of Trouet et al. [2009] andMann
et al. [2009], and also shows an enhanced response in the
western Pacific warm pool region.
[85] Studies over the whole Holocene period (past
approximately 11,000 years) have also indicated clear links
to solar activity [see Wanner et al., 2008, and references
therein]. Figure 19 shows three comparisons of climate
proxies with solar variability on centennial to millennial
time scales, using the 14C production rate as the solar proxy.
The ice‐rafted debris (Figure 19, top) found in sediment
cores of the North Atlantic [Bond et al., 2001] originates
from well‐defined areas in Greenland, Iceland, and Svalbard
where particles are picked up by glaciers moving toward the
coast. When the ice melts in the North Atlantic the particles
are released and preserved in the sediment. Their amount is
therefore a measure of the transport of cooler, ice‐bearing
surface waters eastward from the Labrador Sea and south-
ward from the Nordic seas, probably accompanied by shifts
to strong northerly winds north of Iceland.
[86] The biogenic silica content in Lake Arolik in south-
western Alaska (Figure 19, middle) reflects the sedimentary
abundance of diatoms that are single‐celled algae. Detailed
comparisons with other parameters show that these diatoms
play a central role in the primary productivity and are clearly
linked to climate parameters such as moisture (precipitation
minus evaporation) and atmospheric temperature. The d18O
from a stalagmite in Oman (Figure 19, bottom) is mainly a
proxy for the amount of monsoon precipitation [Fleitmann
et al., 2003]. Advances in dating techniques for this type
Figure 18. Spatial pattern of surface temperature difference between the Medieval Climate Anomaly
and the Little Ice Age derived from proxy‐based temperature reconstructions. Reproduced from Mann
et al. [2009]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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of record allow extremely good temporal resolution and
accuracy of dating.
[87] All three paleorecords provide clear evidence for a
centennial to millennial solar signal in various climate
proxies, provided that the proxy is suitable and comes from
a sensitive site. It is important to note that some of the cli-
mate records are based on rather weak age models consist-
ing of only a couple of 14C dates, which can lead to some
shifts between the well‐dated forcing function (14C pro-
duction rate) and the climate proxy.
[88] In summary, a suite of high‐ and low‐latitude
paleoclimatic records suggests a drop in air temperatures
associated with reduced solar activity [e.g., van Geel et al.,
1996; Björck et al., 2001; Hannon et al., 2003; Hu et al.,
2003; Mangini et al., 2005; Wiles et al., 2004]. The spa-
tial reconstructions based on proxy networks [cf. IPCC,
2007], however, show that while some regions cooled,
others warmed [Waple et al., 2002], confirming that proxy
records from different locations do not show similar changes.
In the case of precipitation the observed pattern is less con-
sistent, especially at middle and high latitudes, although a
shift in monsoon precipitation is suggested by numerous
paleoclimate records [van Geel et al., 1998; Black et al.,
2004; Dykoski et al., 2005; Fleitmann et al., 2003; Hong
et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2008], possi-
bly associated with an increase in tropical precipitation
maxima [Meehl et al., 2008]. There is also the possibility
that a modulation of ENSO may be important [White and
Liu, 2008b], as well as shifts in large‐scale temperature
and precipitation associated with the overall global forcing
[e.g., Graham et al., 2007].
4. MECHANISMS
[89] As described in section 1, there are two broad cate-
gories of solar forcing mechanisms, involving solar irradi-
ance variations and the modulation of corpuscular radiation.
In both of these cases the forcing is likely to be very small.
However, even a very weak forcing can cause a significant
climate effect if it is present over a long time or if there are
nonlinear responses giving amplifying feedbacks. Figure 20
shows an overview of the various solar processes that give
rise to these irradiance and corpuscular radiation variations
(see also section 2). In Figure 21, an overview is given of
the proposed mechanisms for transfer of these solar‐induced
variations to the Earth’s surface where they can influence
our weather and climate. Each of the processes is described
in more detail in sections 4.1–4.4.
[90] Much of the evidence for solar influence on climate
presented in section 3 relies on simple statistical associa-
tions, such as correlation coefficients, which suggest a link
but are not sufficient to indicate any causal mechanism. In
addition, there is substantial internal variability in the cli-
mate system, and the observed record is only one realization
of the possible responses. This presents a substantial chal-
lenge when trying to test mechanism hypotheses.
[91] The detection of a solar signal in climate depends
strongly on how the climate system responds to a particular
forcing. Since the climate system may react in a nonlinear
way the response function can be quite different from the
forcing function. The only way to overcome this problem is
to employ appropriate climate models. In spite of the fact
that present climate models are far from perfect they have
the potential to simulate the spatial and temporal variability
of the climate system as a result of a particular forcing
mechanism, and many simulations (multiple ensembles) can
be carried out to assess internal variability. Evaluation of
climate models’ ability to match the observed pattern of
regional sensitivity to solar forcing is an essential step in
improving our understanding of solar forcing of climate
change.
[92] An important question is how to distinguish between
the different mechanisms. The TSI forcing encompasses the
UV forcing since both arise from variations in solar irradi-
ance, and it may not at first appear necessary to distinguish
between them. However, as noted in section 1, energy from
the different parts of the solar spectrum is absorbed at dif-
ferent heights above the Earth’s atmosphere (see Figure 3).
Figure 19. Comparison between the 14C production rate
(red curve in each plot) and (top) North Atlantic ice‐rafted
debris (IRD) [Bond et al., 2001], (middle) biogenic silica
(BSi) from Arolik Lake in the Alaskan subarctic [Hu et al.,
2003], and (bottom) detrended stalagmite d18O record from
southern Oman [Fleitmann et al., 2003]. Minima in solar
activity (higher 14C production rates) coincide with greater
extent in sea ice in the North Atlantic (positive IRD values),
wetter and colder conditions in the Alaskan subarctic (more
negative BSi values), and reduced monsoon precipitation in
southern Oman (more positive d18O values).
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Changes in TSI can directly impact the surface (see
Figure 21), while changes in UV directly impact the
stratosphere, so that indirect stratosphere‐troposphere cou-
pling mechanisms are required for these stratospheric
changes to impact the surface. It is therefore necessary to
distinguish between these mechanisms, in order to deter-
mine which of them is required in climate models to accu-
rately simulate the past, current, and future climate.
[93] Most current climate models include a representation
of TSI variations, but their upper boundary does not extend
sufficiently high to fully resolve the stratosphere, so most do
not include the UV influence. Hence, the primary solar
influence mechanisms in these models are ocean heat uptake
and SST changes, which affect evaporation and low‐level
moisture in the atmosphere. This mechanism is often
referred to as the bottom‐up mechanism and is described in
more detail in section 4.1.
[94] Atmospheric models that include a good representa-
tion of the stratosphere, including interactive ozone chem-
istry, are available, but they do not generally include a fully
coupled ocean at present. The prime solar mechanism for
influence in these models is therefore the change in strato-
spheric temperatures and winds due to changes in UV irra-
diance and ozone production, and the influence on the
Figure 20. Schematic overview showing various climate forcings of the Earth’s atmosphere, with fac-
tors that influence the forcing associated with solar variability (irradiance and corpuscular radiation)
shown in more detail on the left‐hand side, as discussed in section 2.
Figure 21. Schematic diagram of solar influence on climate based on Kodera and Kuroda [2002].
Shown are the direct and indirect effects through solar irradiance changes (TSI and UV) with respect to
Smax as well as corpuscular radiation effects (energetic particles and GCRs). The two dashed arrows
denote the coupling between the stratosphere and the troposphere and the coupling between the ocean and
the atmosphere.
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underlying troposphere and surface climate involves strato-
sphere‐troposphere coupling processes. This mechanism is
often referred to as the top‐down mechanism (see section 4.2).
Comparison of results from these two types of models can help
assess the contribution from the two mechanisms.
[95] However, recent recognition of the influence of
stratospheric processes on climate in general [Baldwin and
Dunkerton, 2001] has prompted the vertical extension of
coupled ocean‐atmosphere climate models to include the
stratosphere, so that fully coupled ocean‐troposphere‐
stratosphere climate and Earth system models are now
becoming available and the TSI (bottom‐up) and UV (top‐
down) influences can be assessed in the same model [e.g.,
Meehl et al., 2009].
[96] At present, assessment of the various proposed GCR
mechanisms is very much in its infancy, and some of the
theories are not sufficiently well developed to have been
tested even in relatively simple mechanistic models. The
horizontal resolution of global climate models is tightly
constrained by computing capacity since they must be
global in nature and run for hundreds of years. Therefore,
they do not resolve clouds explicitly, and inclusion of GCR
mechanisms for assessment of their impacts requires careful
parameterization [e.g., Pierce and Adams, 2009]. Despite
this very different level of maturity in the testing of the
proposed GCR mechanisms compared with the irradiance
mechanisms, as well as suggestions of questionable data
analysis in some of the GCR‐cloud papers, we nevertheless
include a brief review of the various GCR theories for
balance and completeness in section 4.4.
4.1. TSI Variations
[97] The most obvious direct effect of solar variability on
climate is its influence on the Earth’s mean energy balance
through variations in TSI. The radiative forcing (RF) has an
impact on global mean surface temperature that can be
estimated for a given climate sensitivity parameter (see
section 1). Because of the large uncertainty in centennial‐
scale variations in TSI, however, solar radiative forcing of
climate change is not well established, as discussed further
in section 5.
[98] For reasonable climate sensitivities, the ∼1 W m−2
variation in TSI associated with the 11 year SC translates to
an estimated change in temperature at the Earth’s surface of
a mere 0.07 K (see section 1) and is of the same order of
magnitude as observed, e.g., in global mean SST (0.08 ±
0.02 K [White et al., 1997]). Similarly, simple mean energy
balance calculations using the long‐term centennial‐scale
TSI change estimates of ∼1.3 W m−2 (see section 2.3) can
explain the order of magnitude changes in global mean
temperatures estimated from the various climate proxies
(section 3.4.2). However, much of the observational evi-
dence for SC influence in the troposphere and at the surface
appears to be regional rather than global in extent. These
regional responses are much larger than the global mean
values, which suggests that an amplifying mechanism is
involved, such as changes in the Hadley and Walker cir-
culations [Haigh, 1996; van Loon et al., 2007; Kodera et al.,
2007; Meehl et al., 2008, 2009] (see section 3.2.2) and
possible associated cloud feedbacks that could decrease
clouds and hence increase solar input to some regions of the
tropics and subtropics [Meehl et al., 2003, 2008, 2009].
[99] The principal bottom‐up mechanism proposed for
solar influence on tropical circulations through direct TSI
effects at the surface involves solar absorption over rela-
tively cloud‐free subtropical oceans, which increases during
solar maximum [Cubasch et al., 1997, 2006]. This increases
evaporation, and the increased moisture converges into the
precipitation zones, which then intensifies the climatological
precipitation maxima and associated upward vertical motions,
resulting in stronger trade winds, greater equatorial Pacific
ocean upwelling, and colder SSTs consistent with stronger
Hadley and Walker circulations [Meehl et al., 2003, 2008]
(see Figure 22). This strengthened circulation also enhances
the subtropical subsidence, resulting in a positive feedback
that reduces clouds and thus further increases solar forcing at
the surface [e.g., Meehl et al., 2008, 2009].
[100] However, in a series of diagnostic thermal budget
studies of SST and ocean heat storage, White et al. [2003]
and White [2006] concluded that the observed 11 year SC
signals in SSTs could not be explained solely by this
bottom‐up direct impact of radiative forcing at the surface
(∼0.15 W m−2). They showed that the temperature anoma-
lies in the tropical lower troposphere were warmer than the
tropical upper ocean anomalies and that these anomalies
increased upward, from ∼0.2°C in the tropical lower tro-
posphere to ∼0.5°C in the tropical middle to upper tropo-
sphere and ∼1°C in the tropical lower stratosphere. This
anomalous lapse rate was matched by a corresponding
downward sensible plus latent heat flux anomaly across the
air‐sea interface of ∼0.5 W m−2, which was larger than the
direct solar radiative forcing by a factor of ∼3 and also
explained the correct phase of the response. This therefore
represents a different kind of amplification of the 11 year
solar cycle and is not associated with changes in trade wind
strength or cloud cover since these did not have the correct
magnitude or phase.
[101] This result implies a role for the top‐down influence
of UV irradiance via the stratosphere. White et al. [2003]
also noted that time sequences of tropical tropospheric
temperatures lead those in the lower stratosphere, which
appears to argue against the top‐down influence. They
suggest, however, that this should not be interpreted as a
tropospheric signal forcing a stratospheric response because
the stratospheric temperature response appears to be in
radiative balance and hence is in phase with the 11 year
solar cycle, while the troposphere responds to anomalous
heating and advection which peaks during the period lead-
ing up to solar maximum and not at the maximum itself.
This is a good example of the difficulties and dangers of
interpreting observed signals from different parts of the
atmosphere and especially in using their time response to try
to infer cause and effect.
[102] As noted in section 3.3 the observed SC signal in
Pacific SST resembles the ENSO signal, which is the
dominant mode of variability in this region. White et al.
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[2003] examined the quasi 11 year oscillation and also the
ENSO and QBO signals in global upper ocean temperature
and surface wind evolution and proposed that they are
governed by a “tropical Pacific delayed action oscillator”
[see also Zebiak and Cane, 1987; Graham and White, 1988;
Schopf and Suarez, 1988] associated with negative feedback
by Rossby waves propagating at different equatorial lati-
tudes. This hypothesis was tested in a fully coupled ocean‐
atmosphere model by White and Liu [2008a], who found
that the eastern tropical Pacific warm phase of the 11 year
cycle lagged the peak solar forcing by 1–3 years, similar to
observations and consistent with a near‐resonant excitation
by the imposed 11 year SC forcing. In a follow‐on study,
White and Liu [2008b] noted nonlinear phase locking of odd
harmonics of equatorial Pacific SSTs that produced La
Niña–like conditions coincident with peak solar forcing,
followed by El Niño–like conditions a couple of years later
as also noted byMeehl et al. [2008]. In similar observational
[e.g., van Loon et al., 2007; van Loon and Meehl, 2008] and
coupled general circulation model (GCM) studies [Meehl
and Arblaster, 2009; Meehl et al., 2008, 2009], La Niña–
like conditions align with peaks in ∼11 year SC forcing,
with lagged El Niño–like conditions a year or two later (see
also sections 3.2.2 and 3.3).
4.2. UV Irradiance Variations
4.2.1. Stratospheric Ozone Feedback
[103] Most early stratospheric model studies examined
only the response to irradiance variations [e.g., Wetherald
and Manabe, 1975; Kodera et al., 1991; Balachandran
and Rind, 1995; Cubasch et al., 1997; Balachandran et al.,
1999]. Haigh [1994] first noted that the associated strato-
spheric ozone changes (see, e.g., Figure 10) also need to be
included since these will result in further heating increases in
the stratosphere and thus modulate radiative forcing of the
atmosphere below. Studies that included this feedback
mechanism by imposing idealized ozone changes taken from
simple 2‐D chemistry models [e.g., Haigh, 1999; Shindell et
al., 1999, 2001; Larkin et al., 2000; Rind et al., 2002;
Matthes et al., 2003; Haigh, 2003] reproduced the maximum
warming around the equatorial stratopause in Figure 11.
They also demonstrated that the SC signal extended down
into the troposphere, primarily at subtropical latitudes (see
section 4.2.3) [Haigh, 1996, 1999]. However, they did not
reproduce other features, such as the observed poleward and
downward propagation of the signal at polar latitudes
[Matthes et al., 2003] or the secondary maximum in the
equatorial lower stratosphere (20–30 km). There is general
consensus that this latter feature results from transport pro-
cesses (see section 4.2.2).
[104] More recent improved models with fully interactive
stratospheric chemistry have been employed [Labitzke et al.,
2002; Tourpali et al., 2003; Egorova et al., 2004; Rozanov
et al., 2004; Shindell et al., 2006; Schmidt and Brasseur,
2006; McCormack et al., 2007; Marsh et al., 2007; Austin
et al., 2007, 2008; Matthes et al., 2007], so that the
imposed irradiance variations affect both the radiative
heating and the ozone photolysis rates and, additionally,
changes in ozone and its transport can feed back onto the
diabatic heating. These models are now simulating an
improved vertical structure of the annual mean ozone signal
in the tropics, including the lower stratospheric maximum.
Figure 23 shows the equatorial ozone distributions from
an international comparison of simulations by 11 models
[Austin et al., 2008]. Although the peak in the upper
stratosphere is slightly lower than observed, the simulations
are generally within the observational error bars. However,
it is still not clear to which factor (SSTs, time‐varying solar
cycle, or inclusion of a QBO) the improvements can be
ascribed. Marsh and Garcia [2007] show an aliasing effect
of ENSO events in their model that does not appear to be
supported in observations [Hood and Soukharev, 2010],
while Matthes et al. [2010] highlight the importance of the
QBO for the vertical structure of the solar signal in ozone.
Figure 22. Schematic diagram showing processes involved
with the Pacific coupled air‐sea response coincident with
peak years of solar forcing [after Meehl et al., 2008].
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In addition, Figure 23 is an average from 25°S–25°S and
masks the fact that many of the models do not reproduce the
latitudinal structure seen in the observations (Figure 10).
Hence, despite these general improvements, there are many
details that are not reproduced by models. Further studies,
including fully coupled ocean‐troposphere‐stratosphere
models with interactive chemistry, will be required to
improve the simulated ozone signal and distinguish between
the various influences.
[105] Recent measurements of SSI by the SORCE SIM
satellite instrument suggest that variations in the UV may be
much larger, by a factor of 4–6, than previously assumed
[Harder et al., 2009]. If correct, this would imply a very
different response in both stratospheric ozone and temper-
ature [Haigh et al., 2010] (see also section 5).
4.2.2. Planetary Wave Feedback
[106] The 11 year SC temperature anomalies of ∼1–2 K
near the equatorial stratopause (Figure 11), resulting from
UV irradiance changes and the ozone feedback mechanism,
alter the meridional temperature gradient and hence the wind
field through thermal wind balance. Hines [1974] suggested
a mechanism whereby these wind anomalies could influence
the propagation of planetary waves in the winter hemi-
sphere. This suggestion was developed by Kodera [1995]
[see also Geller and Alpert, 1980; Bates, 1981; Geller, 1988;
Balachandran and Rind, 1995]. During Smax years, a
westerly wind anomaly develops in the subtropical upper
stratosphere of the winter hemisphere and vice versa in Smin
years. Planetary wave propagation is sensitive to the back-
ground winds, and a positive feedback is suggested through
which the wind anomaly moves poleward and downward
with time and grows significantly in amplitude [Kodera and
Kuroda, 2002]. Figure 24 illustrates the time evolution of
this poleward‐downward propagation of the 11 year SC
wind anomaly from a model simulation [Matthes et al.,
2006] that compares well with observations.
[107] Through this mechanism the associated changes in
planetary wave forcing (as indicated by the Eliassen‐Palm
Figure 23. Ozone solar response averaged over 25°S–25°N
from a range of different coupled chemistry climate models
that included the effect of 11 year SC irradiance variations
on radiative heating and photolysis rates (% per 100 units
of F10.7 flux; multiply by ∼1.3 to obtain average estimate
over the past three solar cycles). The red line indicates the
average of all the modeled estimates. The black line indi-
cates the average of estimates from three independent satel-
lite instruments taken from Soukharev and Hood [2006]. All
uncertainty ranges are 95% confidence intervals [from Austin
et al., 2008].
Figure 24. (top) Long‐term 10 day mean differences of NH zonally averaged zonal wind between Smax
and Smin from GCM experiments for 1–10 November (Nov1) and 11–20 November (Nov2) through to
11–20 December (Dec2). Contour interval is 2 m s−1. Light (heavy) shading indicates the 5% (1%)
significance level calculated with a Student’s t test. (bottom) Corresponding plots for Eliassen‐Palm flux
vectors (arrows, scaled by the inverse of pressure) and its divergence. Only the 1 m−1 s−1 d−1 contour is
shown; negative values are shaded [from Matthes et al., 2006].
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flux divergence r·F in Figure 24) also influence the
strength of the large‐scale Brewer‐Dobson (B‐D) circula-
tion. Thus, in Smax years the polar winter vortex is less
disturbed, the B‐D circulation is weaker, and the polar lower
stratosphere is colder than average because of the weaker
adiabatic heating in the descending arm of the B‐D circu-
lation. The converse would be true in Smin years. In this
way, it has been proposed that a very small temperature
anomaly of 1–2 K at the equatorial stratopause can be
transferred to the lower polar stratosphere and significantly
amplified.
[108] Through the same mechanism, the return upwelling
arm of the B‐D circulation at the equator would be similarly
weakened in Smax years, which results in less adiabatic
cooling and hence a warmer equatorial lower stratosphere,
as seen in Figure 11, with the converse in Smin years. This
dynamical feedback mechanism also modulates the transport
of ozone [Hood and Soukharev, 2003; Hood, 2004; Gray
et al., 2009] as mentioned in section 4.2.1. The weaker
B‐D circulation in Smax years, with reduced upwelling in the
equatorial lower stratosphere, would result in positive ozone
anomalies in that region and hence produce a positive
temperature anomaly through diabatic heating. This feed-
back mechanism is consistent with the observed lower
stratospheric ozone maximum in Figure 10 and would also
reinforce the adiabatic temperature mechanism described
above. Matthes et al. [2004, 2006] included these effects in
a model with climatological SSTs so that there could be no
solar signal from the oceans and achieved lower stratosphere
and troposphere responses that were similar to the observa-
tions. However, they did not reproduce the full magnitude,
persistence, or latitudinal structures, suggesting that an ocean
feedback may also be operating (see sections 4.1 and 4.2.3).
Further studies using fully coupled ocean‐troposphere‐
stratosphere models will be required to explore the relative
contributions and interactions of the top‐down and bottom‐
up mechanisms.
[109] As already noted in section 3.1.2, observations of
11 year SC variations of the polar lower stratospheric vortex
in NH winter are complicated by the QBO (Figure 13),
so that anomalously warm polar regions tend to occur in
Smin–QBO‐E and Smax–QBO‐W. In a series of model and
data analysis papers, Gray et al. [2001] and Gray [2003]
suggested that the observed 11 year SC–QBO interaction
could be due to the interaction of their respective wind
anomalies in the upper equatorial–subtropical stratosphere
influencing the development and timing of SSW [Gray et al.,
2004, 2006; see also Hardiman and Haynes, 2008]. This
work was subsequently supported by the modeling study of
Matthes et al. [2004], which also confirmed the Kodera and
Kuroda mechanism of the solar modulation of the polar
vortex and the B‐D circulation.
[110] The transfer of this SC‐QBO interaction in the upper
stratosphere to the tropical low latitudes via modulation of
the B‐D circulation is only one possible explanation for the
observed SC‐QBO interactions there (see section 3.1.2).
Another possible mechanism is a solar modulation of the
descent rates of the QBO [McCormack, 2003; Pascoe et al.,
2005; Salby and Callaghan, 2006; McCormack et al.,
2007], which occurs entirely within the equatorial region
and does not rely on the polar route via SSWs and the B‐D
circulation. A direct modulation of the descent rate of the
QBOmay also help to explain the summer hemisphere signal
(see Figure 14) since the strength of the subtropical QBO
temperature and ozone anomaly depends on the locally
induced meridional circulation caused by the descending
QBO zonal wind anomaly. The two mechanisms of polar and
equatorial solar influence transfer are not mutually exclusive,
and both may be operating.
[111] Cordero and Nathan [2005] andNathan and Cordero
[2007] have also proposed a wave‐induced ozone heating
mechanism linking the solar signal to the QBO, although
Mayr et al. [2006] found a solar modulation of the QBO
without wave‐ozone feedback in their model. This pathway
requires testing in future coupled chemistry climate model
(CCM) studies. Finally, although wave activity plays a
lesser role in the summertime stratosphere, modeling studies
suggest that the ozone response to solar UV plays an
important role in solar modulation of summer stratospheric
circulation as well as in winter [Lee et al., 2008].
4.2.3. Stratosphere Troposphere Coupling
[112] It is clear that variations in solar UV radiation directly
influence stratospheric temperatures, and the dynamical
response to this heating extends the solar influence both
poleward and downward to the lower stratosphere and tro-
popause region. Evidence that this influence can also pen-
etrate into the underlying troposphere is accruing from a
number of different sources. Observational analyses [e.g.,
Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Kuroda and Kodera, 2004;
Thompson et al., 2005] suggest a downward propagation of
NAM anomalies (see section 3.2.3), although Plumb and
Semeniuk [2003] note that this does not necessarily imply
propagation of information in the same direction. Similarly,
at equatorial latitudes Salby and Callaghan [2005] identified
an interaction between the stratospheric B‐D circulation and
the tropospheric Hadley circulation; Figure 25 shows
coherent variation between observed temperatures in the
region of the tropical tropopause and tropospheric and polar
stratospheric temperatures that are consistent with possible
changes in the Hadley circulation, tropical convection, and
latent heat release, but again, this does not provide a chain
of causality.
[113] Early model studies of UV variations in the
stratosphere [Haigh, 1996, 1999; Shindell et al., 1999;
Balachandran et al., 1999; Larkin et al., 2000] obtained a
response in the troposphere even though the near surface in
these model runs was constrained by imposed SSTs. The
pattern of the zonal wind anomalies was similar to the tro-
pospheric SC response seen in Figure 12. Shindell et al.
[2006] have confirmed this response using a fully coupled
ocean‐atmosphere model with interactive stratospheric
chemistry. A more detailed analysis showed that while the
general response is a strengthening of the Walker circulation
and broadening of the Hadley cell, there were substantial
seasonal variations in the response and also dependencies on
the background greenhouse gas abundance of the atmo-
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sphere [Lee et al., 2009]. A relatively robust result appeared
to be an enhancement of the ascending branch of the Hadley
cell and a northward shift of the ITCZ during the boreal
winter during increased solar forcing, and this was qualita-
tively consistent with the observed signal in NCEP reanal-
ysis data.
[114] There are many proposed mechanisms for a down-
ward influence from the lower stratosphere into the tropo-
sphere (see reviews by Shepherd [2002] andHaynes [2005]).
These include quasi‐instantaneous geostrophic adjustment
within the troposphere to changes in the potential vorticity
structure of the tropopause region [e.g., Hartley et al., 1998;
Black, 2002], modification of the refraction [Hartmann et al.,
2000] or reflection [Perlwitz and Harnik, 2003] of upward
propagating planetary‐scale waves, and feedbacks between
changes in the mean flow and tropospheric baroclinic eddies
[Kushner and Polvani, 2004; Song and Robinson, 2004].
[115] The response to external forcing often has the same
spatial structure as, and involves similar eddy mean flow
feedbacks to, the dominant pattern of variability, e.g., the
annular mode (NAO/AO) signal at middle to high latitudes
and the ENSO signal at tropical latitudes. The high‐latitude
anomaly patterns represent a shift in position and strength of
the tropospheric jets. Feedback of these tropospheric zonal
wind changes on the tropospheric eddy momentum fluxes
appears to be important [e.g., Polvani and Kushner, 2002;
Kushner and Polvani, 2006; Song and Robinson, 2004].
Coupling between the Hadley circulation and midlatitude
eddies may also play a key part: in a mechanistic study,
Haigh et al. [2005] obtained a zonal mean tropospheric
response, qualitatively similar to the observed 11 year SC
response, by imposing anomalous diabatic heating in the
low‐latitude lower stratosphere (see Figure 26). Consistent
with this, the enhanced Hadley circulation response in the
coupled chemistry simulations of Shindell et al. [2006] was
linked to the additional heating in the upper tropical tropo-
sphere and lower stratosphere relative to simulations with
fixed ozone. Simpson et al. [2009] have shown that it is
the response of the eddy momentum fluxes to changes in
structure of the tropopause region that drives this tropo-
spheric response.
[116] In the GCM studies by Matthes et al. [2006] and
Meehl et al. [2009], the response in tropical vertical velocity
was not uniformly distributed in longitude but was largest
over the Indian and West Pacific oceans, indicating an
influence on the Walker circulation similar to that found in
observations [Kodera, 2004; Kodera et al., 2007]. The
model reproduced these signals despite having imposed
SSTs, suggesting that their tropospheric signal was a
response to changes in the stratosphere and not to the bottom‐
up mechanism of TSI heating of the ocean surface (see
section 4.1). The weakened ascent during Smax in the zonally
averaged equatorial troposphere may result from the
increased static stability in the tropopause region suppres-
sing equatorial convection but allowing enhanced off‐
equatorial convection in the climatological precipitation
maxima [Kodera and Shibata, 2006; Matthes et al., 2006].
This would be consistent with the results of Salby and
Callaghan [2005] (see Figure 25), whose analysis sug-
gested that the stratosphere and troposphere are linked by a
large‐scale transfer of mass across the tropopause resulting
in a coupling of the B‐D circulation in the stratosphere and
the tropical Hadley circulation in the troposphere. However,
as discussed in section 4.2.2, this does not preclude the
possibility that there is an additional positive feedback from
the oceans so that both top‐down and bottom‐up mechan-
isms are acting in the real world.
[117] In addition to the observed ENSO‐like SC response
in SSTs in the Pacific Ocean, Kodera [2004] found a SC
modulation of Indian monsoon circulations and suggested
Figure 25. Correlation between observed DJF averaged zonal mean temperature at 100 hPa over the
equator with temperatures throughout the troposphere and lower stratosphere [from Salby and
Callaghan, 2005].
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Figure 26. Zonally averaged zonal wind fields from (a) January climatology from the GCM experiment
of Haigh and Blackburn [2006], (b) solar signal from the GCM experiment, (c) NCEP reanalysis annual
mean for 1979–2002, and (d) solar signal from multiple regression analysis of the NCEP data (reprinted
from Haigh and Blackburn [2006] with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media).
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that stratospheric circulations may suppress equatorial con-
vection in Smax years with an enhancement of the off‐
equatorial monsoon precipitation over India. Kodera et al.
[2007] further suggest a coupling between the Pacific
ENSO and Indian Ocean Dipole, with a SC modulation of
the extension of ENSO into the Indian Ocean associated
with a shift in location of the descending branch of the
Walker circulation. Much work is still required to fully
characterize the nature of these complicated interactions and
hence to verify these mechanisms. Finally, Meehl et al.
[2009] note that the top‐down and bottom‐up mechanisms
both act together in the same sense to intensify the clima-
tological precipitation regimes in the tropics, thus adding
together and reinforcing each other to produce a larger
response in the troposphere than either one alone.
[118] Although details of the mechanisms involved are
still not fully established, it is becoming increasingly clear
that the top‐down mechanism whereby UV heating of the
stratosphere indirectly influences the troposphere through
dynamical coupling is viable and may help to explain
observed regional signals in the troposphere.
4.3. Centennial‐Scale Irradiance Variations
[119] The majority of model studies of multidecadal effect
of TSI on climate employ “low‐top” models that do not
include a representation of the stratosphere and hence pri-
marily capture only the bottom‐up mechanism described in
section 4.1. Early studies [Cubasch et al., 1997; Rind et al.,
1999; Cubasch and Voss, 2000] found that the 11 year SC,
even though present in the forcing, was rarely seen in the
modeled response, but a response to the 70–80 year
Gleissberg cycle was seen in the near‐surface temperature.
Because of this, the earlier coupled ocean‐atmosphere
model studies of solar impact have concentrated on long‐
term climate, e.g., over the last 100–1000 years, and
addressed the question of whether historically documented
climate events like the Medieval Warm Period or the Little
Ice Age could be simulated. The model simulations are then
compared to the climate variations experienced today, and
predictions are made for the future [Ammann et al., 2003;
Ammann, 2005; Zorita et al., 2004; Stott et al., 2000, 2003;
Stendel et al., 2006; Goosse et al., 2006].
[120] In an extension to these low‐top model studies,
Shindell et al. [2001, 2003] employed a high‐top
stratosphere‐resolving atmospheric model coupled to a
mixed layer ocean. They found a tropical‐subtropical
warming during increased solar activity which induces a
warmer tropical upper troposphere via moist convective
processes. The sunlit portion of the stratosphere also warms
because of the increased UV irradiance and the ozone
feedback mechanism. These processes led to an increased
latitudinal temperature gradient in the vicinity of the tro-
popause during the extended cold season, resulting in
enhanced lower stratosphere westerly winds, causing
increased angular momentum transport to high latitudes and
enhanced tropospheric westerlies. This dynamical response
in the lower stratosphere was enhanced by roughly a factor
of 2 by the interaction between UV radiation and ozone in
the upper stratosphere, indicating a downward propagation
of stratospheric influence, as described in section 4.2.
[121] According to this model, prolonged periods of
reduced solar activity (e.g., the Maunder Minimum) are
associated with pronounced cooling over middle‐ to high‐
latitude continental interiors, also confirmed by Langematz
et al. [2005]. Enhanced solar irradiance increases mid-
latitude sea level pressure, generating enhanced westerly
advection of relatively warm oceanic air over the continents
and of cooler air from continental interiors to their eastern
coasts [Shindell et al., 2003]. This effect is most pronounced
in the cold season. Most recently, a set of ensemble simu-
lations using a fully coupled ocean‐troposphere‐stratosphere
model including parameterized chemical responses to solar
forcing (derived from a full chemistry model) was per-
formed for the past 1000 years and compared with multi-
proxy reconstructions [Mann et al., 2009]. This comparison
showed that the model was able to capture many features
of the northern extratropical surface temperature change
between the medieval period and the Little Ice Age seen
in the proxy data but could not capture the equatorial
responses. Interestingly, a low‐top version (i.e., with a
poorly resolved stratosphere) of another GCM without
chemistry was unable to capture the responses in either area.
Variations between ensemble members were large, sug-
gesting that patterns in a single period of time (e.g., the
Little Ice Age) may contain a substantial contribution from
internal, unforced variability. However, both the model and
the proxy reconstructions showed pronounced warming in
the medieval period relative to the Little Ice Age over
much of North America and northern Eurasia.
[122] Other multiproxy climate reconstructions (see
section 3.4) show similar spatial structures in correlations of
NH extratropical surface temperatures and solar output
reconstructions [Waple et al., 2002; Luterbacher et al.,
2004; Xoplaki et al., 2005]. As the modeled response to
solar forcing shows areas of both regional cooling and
warming, the hemispheric or globally averaged changes are
comparatively small. This result is also consistent with the
small amplitude of surface temperature variations during the
last millennium in most reconstructions for these spatial
scales [Briffa et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1999; Jones et al.,
2003; Mann et al., 2009].
[123] It appears, therefore, that observational climate evi-
dence from Europe supports the modeled connection
between solar forcing and modulation of extratropical var-
iability via the NAO/AO/NAM pattern [Shindell et al.,
2001, 2003; Ruzmaikin and Feynman, 2002; Tourpali
et al., 2003; Egorova et al., 2004; Stendel et al., 2006],
though Palmer et al. [2004] did not find such a link in their
model. Solar irradiance changes at multidecadal time scales
might therefore have been a major trigger to explain
regional temperature anomalies over Europe and central and
eastern North America such as the Medieval Warm Period
and the Maunder Minimum cold period and might have
contributed substantially to the more recent increases in
European winter and spring temperatures and precipita-
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tion and the connected exceptional growth of western
Scandinavian glaciers.
[124] A somewhat different analysis of the influence of
longer‐term solar variations is presented by Clement et al.
[1996]. They suggest that heating over the entire tropical
region will result in the Pacific warming more in the west
than the east because the strong ocean upwelling and surface
divergence in the east moves some of the heat poleward,
strengthening the east–west equatorial SST gradient, though
this mechanism does not take into account effects of clouds
that produce nonspatially uniform solar forcing at the sur-
face in the tropics. Emile‐Geay et al. [2007] find a similar
response to variations in solar irradiance over the Holocene.
Modulation of ENSO by solar forcing appears to be con-
sistent with at least some paleoclimate evidence, especially
for the Americas, where multiple proxies such as fire scars,
lake varves (stratified deposits of glacial clay), tree rings,
etc., indicate correlations between precipitation and solar
irradiance that are similar to ENSO‐related precipitation
anomalies [Graham et al., 2007]. As discussed in
section 3.2.2, a mechanism of coupled atmosphere‐ocean
response to solar forcing in the tropical Pacific has been
proposed [e.g., Meehl et al., 2003, 2008]. Additionally, the
UV‐ozone feedback mechanism appears to cause enough
heating near the tropical tropopause to significantly affect
the tropical hydrologic cycle, with regional impacts on
precipitation that are also broadly similar to those related to
ENSO changes [Shindell et al., 2006]. Thus, the two
mechanisms may operate together to create the tropical‐
subtropical response to solar forcing with associated ampli-
fying cloud feedbacks [Meehl et al., 2009].
4.4. Charged Particle Effects
[125] Changes in energetic particle fluxes (EPP) (includ-
ing electrons as well as ions of all species and covering
particles of both solar/heliospheric and galactic origin) are
prominent in the upper atmosphere. In particular, SEP
events, often referred to as SPEs (see section 1), occur
infrequently and generally last a few days. They produce
high‐energy particles precipitating into the thermosphere,
mesosphere, and upper stratosphere at high geomagnetic
latitudes. The resulting ionization and dissociation sub-
stantially influence chemical constituents (HOx, NOx, and
ozone) in the polar middle atmosphere on time scales of
days to months [Jackman et al., 2006]. As well as this direct
effect of SEPs, there is also an indirect effect on the
stratosphere from less energetic SEPs and energetic mag-
netospheric electrons whose energy is deposited mainly in
the thermosphere and upper mesosphere. The resulting EPP‐
NOx can be transported by polar downwelling into the
winter polar stratosphere, where it can influence ozone
abundances [Solomon et al., 1982; Callis et al., 1996;
Siskind and Russell, 1996; Randall et al., 1998, 2005, 2006;
Siskind et al., 2000]. At high latitudes, at least in the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) polar vortex, which is relatively
strong and stable, observations have established that inter-
annual variability of NOx in spring correlates well with the
geomagnetic Ap index (see Figure 1), which can be inter-
preted as a proxy measure of EPP [Randall et al., 1998,
2007; Siskind et al., 2000], and up to 10% of the total SH
NOx has been attributed to EPP‐NOx [Funke et al., 2005;
Randall et al., 2007]. However, this external NOx influence
appears to be confined to the polar vortex region so that its
overall contribution to the stratospheric ozone 11 year signal
is likely to be relatively small.
[126] While it is relatively well established that the indi-
rect EPP‐NOx mechanism can significantly perturb ozone
abundances in the SH polar vortex at levels above ∼10 hPa,
it is much less clear that these ozone perturbations produce
detectable changes in temperature and circulation. A recent
study of ERA‐40 reanalysis data by Lu et al. [2008], for
example, finds some evidence for polar temperature and
zonal wind variations that correlate with the Ap index.
However, the inferred temperature and wind variations have
a sign that is opposite to that expected from the EPP‐NOx
mechanism; in addition, the detected signals are at least as
strong in the NH as in the SH, which is unexpected in view
of the observed, stronger NOx responses in the SH.
[127] Similarly, there is currently little clear evidence that
EPP‐NOx can significantly perturb the stratosphere outside
of the polar vortices, except perhaps during the very largest
events [Thomas et al., 2007; Damiani et al., 2006; Ganguly,
2010]. Some sensitivity studies using CCMs suggest that
EPP‐NOx effects on ozone at low latitudes may be compa-
rable to the effects of solar UV radiation [Callis et al., 2000,
2001; Langematz et al., 2005; Rozanov et al., 2005]. How-
ever, analysis of UARS Halogen Occultation Experiment
(HALOE) NOx data over a 12 year period indicates no
decadal NOx variations at low latitudes that could signifi-
cantly affect the solar cycle variation of global ozone, and
this conclusion is consistent with a more recent CCM sim-
ulation by Marsh et al. [2007]. In summary, there is cur-
rently little evidence that the EPP‐NOx mechanism has a
sufficient influence on stratospheric ozone and circulation
that could significantly perturb tropospheric climate.
[128] GCRs generate ions throughout the troposphere
down to the surface. GCRs are modulated by the solar wind,
so that atmospheric processes influenced by, or dependent
on, cosmic ray ion production might also show solar mod-
ulation [Ney, 1959]. These processes include current flow in
the global atmospheric electrical circuit, charging of atmo-
spheric aerosol particles and cloud edge water droplets, and
the nucleation of ultrafine condensation nuclei (UCN) from
trace vapors. For these processes to affect climate they must
exert an appreciable influence on the atmosphere’s radiative
properties. There is a small direct infrared absorption by
cluster ions in the atmosphere [e.g., Aplin, 2008], but as
aerosol and cloud droplets are known to have large radiative
influences, effects of cosmogenic ions on clouds and aero-
sols have so far received the most attention. In particular, the
growth of UCN to sufficient sizes to permit cloud droplet
formation (as CCN) has been suggested as a mechanism
for a possible cosmic ray–cloud dependence (see also
section 3.2.4), though this effect has been shown in a cli-
mate model study to be much smaller than observed changes
in clouds would suggest [Pierce and Adams, 2009].
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[129] It is important to emphasize that direct condensation
of water on ions, as occurs in the Wilson cloud chamber at
very high water supersaturations, will not occur in the
atmosphere because natural supersaturations are too small
[Mason, 1971]. Ion‐induced particle formation is usually
taken to mean the formation of UCN from the gas phase, in
which ions take a direct (e.g., by enhancing molecular
clustering) or indirect (e.g., by charge stabilizing a molec-
ular cluster) part, usually in the initial stages. UCN are
typically a few nanometers in diameter, which is too small to
influence cloud droplet condensation at atmospheric super-
saturation. Growth of UCN to ∼100 nm diameter is required
for them to become effective cloud condensation nuclei,
which occurs on time scales of many hours. Direct observa-
tions have been made of the growth of ions in surface air
[Hõrrak et al., 1998] and the growth of cosmogenic ions in
the upper troposphere [Eichkorn et al., 2002]. A related
mechanism under active investigation is the formation of
particles via the clustering of a condensable vapor (generally
sulphuric acid) with water [Yu, 2002; Kazil and Lovejoy,
2004], including through a substantial international labora-
tory study [Duplissy et al., 2009].
[130] Simple model estimates of ion‐induced particle
production have been made under ambient conditions
appropriate to the troposphere over the oceans [Kazil et al.,
2006]. In the tropical lower troposphere these simulations
predicted negligible charged and neutral nucleation of
H2SO4 and H2O, even in the absence of preexisting aerosol.
At midlatitudes the charged nucleation exceeded neutral
nucleation as long as the preexisting aerosol concentration
was depleted, e.g., following precipitation. An upper limit of
0.24 W m−2 was estimated for the change in daily mean
shortwave radiative forcing between Smax and Smin from
charged nucleation cloud cover changes. This upper limit is
much smaller than the value of 1.2 W m−2 proposed by
Marsh and Svensmark [2000] for the period 1983–1994 but
closer to the value of Kristjánsson and Kristiansen [2000],
who found radiative forcing reduced by 0.29 W m−2 in the
1986 Smin period compared with the 1990 Smax period, using
the same satellite cloud data as Marsh and Svensmark.
[131] An alternative mechanism has been suggested via
currents flowing in the global atmospheric electrical circuit
[Chalmers, 1967; Rycroft et al., 2000]. The combination of
finite air conductivity, charge separation in disturbed weather
regions, a conducting planetary surface, and a conductive
lower ionosphere permits current flow between “disturbed”
and “fair weather” regions [Rycroft et al., 2008]. In fair
weather regions, where there is no appreciable local charge
separation, the vertical global circuit current density is about
2 pA m−2. This “conduction current” occurs globally in the
fair weather atmosphere and has been directly observed for
over a century [Wilson, 1906; Burke and Few, 1978;
Harrison and Ingram, 2005; Bennett and Harrison, 2008].
Modulation of the global circuit by solar‐induced changes in
GCR ionization [Markson, 1981] provides a conceivable
route by which solar changes can be communicated to the
lower atmosphere [Tinsley et al., 1989; Tinsley, 2000].
Evidence for modulation of the conduction current by solar
activity exists in balloon measurements obtained between
1966 and 1977 [Markson and Muir, 1980], continuing in
surface measurements between 1978 and 1985 [Harrison
and Usoskin, 2010].
[132] Studies of the effect of the conduction current den-
sity on clouds have concentrated on the edges of horizontal
layer clouds, where sharp gradients in air conductivity can
occur, causing space charge to be accumulated [Chalmers,
1967; Gunn, 1965; Zhou and Tinsley, 2007]. A necessary
requirement is that the current density passes through such
layer clouds, which has been demonstrated in recent work
[Nicoll and Harrison, 2009; Bennett and Harrison, 2009].
Charge inhibits evaporation and influences particle‐particle
and droplet‐particle collisions. Importantly, particle and
droplet collection processes are not polarity dependent at
small separations because of induced electrostatic image
forces [Tinsley et al., 2000; Khain et al., 2004]. Two dif-
ferent mechanisms have been proposed which employ the
attractive forces of image effects. In “electroscavenging” the
collision efficiency of charged particles with liquid droplets is
thought to be electrically enhanced [e.g., Tinsley et al., 2001;
Tripathi et al., 2006], and for supercooled water clouds,
electroscavenging could increase freezing by enhancing the
rate of contact nucleation [Harrison, 2000; Tinsley et al.,
2000; Tripathi and Harrison, 2002]. Second, the increased
charge could influence droplet size (or number), either
through facilitating droplet formation and diffusive growth or
through an increase in droplet‐droplet coalescence, neither
of which is restricted to supercooled clouds [Harrison and
Ambaum, 2008, 2009; Khain et al., 2004; Kniveton et al.,
2008].
[133] The development of approaches to discriminate
between irradiance and cosmic ray effects is important.
GCRs are so closely correlated with solar activity (see
section 3.2.4) that observed variability in LCA correlates
equally well with GCRs, TSI, or solar UV irradiances, and
therefore, observed variations cannot be uniquely ascribed
to a single mechanism [Kristjánsson et al., 2002]. On time
scales of days, sudden reductions can occur in GCRs
(Forbush decreases), but as described in section 3.2.4, there
is little evidence that these events are apparent in cloud data
sets.
[134] A property which in principle can distinguish
between TSI and GCR effects is geomagnetism as cosmic
rays arriving at Earth are modulated by the geomagnetic
field but solar irradiance is not. Variations in the local
geomagnetic field therefore provide a basis on which the
cosmic ray ionization effects on clouds can be investigated.
Interestingly, no such effect could be found in a study of the
Laschamp Event (41,000 years ago) when the geomagnetic
field almost reversed its polarity and reduced its intensity to
10%–20% of the present value [Wagner et al., 2001; see
also Usoskin et al., 2005; de Jager and Usoskin, 2006;
Sloan and Wolfendale, 2008]. On interannual time scales,
Voiculescu et al. [2006] studied the relationship between
satellite cloud data, cosmic rays, and solar UV radiation
using partial correlation analysis. Only in limited geo-
graphical regions was the cosmic ray effect robust. These
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regional findings have been supported by independent
analysis of surface cloud data, in which signatures charac-
teristic of cosmic rays (but not solar UV) have been iden-
tified [Harrison, 2008].
[135] Table 1 summarizes the different proposed mech-
anisms linking atmospheric charge modulation by solar
activity to changes in cloud properties. For the ion‐induced
(“clean air”) mechanism, work is needed in determining the
relative importance of this route to produce cloud conden-
sation nuclei compared with other routes. This requires
detailed microphysical modeling, with appropriate rate
constants for the successive processes active to form drop-
lets. For the global circuit (“near‐cloud”) mechanisms, mea-
surements of droplet and particle charges on layer cloud
boundaries are lacking. Modeling of the magnitudes of the
effects requires detailed representation of cloud microphysics,
with which the relative contribution of the charged processes
to cloud droplet formation, evolution, and lifetime can be
assessed. A further difficulty in producing parameterizations
is that measurements and monitoring of the global circuit
have been neglected in recent decades, which prevents testing
of the basic hypotheses except for some limited regions or
by using historical data.
5. SOLAR VARIABILITY AND GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE
[136] The role of solar variability in climate has received
much public attention because reliable estimates of the solar
influence on the global mean surface temperature over the
past 150 years are needed to limit uncertainty in the relative
importance of human activity as a potential explanation for
climate change. The most obvious impact of the Sun is its
influence on the Earth’s radiation budget through variations
in TSI. A large body of research has focused on the extent to
which global temperature records over the past millennium
can be simulated using simple “energy balance models”
with prescribed forcings. Thus, for example, Crowley [2000]
included estimates of forcing by solar activity, greenhouse
gas concentrations, volcanic dust, and tropospheric aerosol
and was able to reproduce the gross variations of a global
temperature reconstruction, including the cooler period of
the seventeenth century and warming during the twentieth
century. Similar studies using global climate models have
been carried out, with similar general conclusions. However,
comparisons of the model simulations with observational
data for the seventeenth century are limited by the large
uncertainties in the temperature reconstructions and esti-
mated forcings, as well as internal noise/variability in the
model and in the climate system itself.
[137] Long‐term trends in solar irradiance have been dis-
cussed in section 2.3, and the choice of historical TSI record
as input to the climate model will determine the simulated
solar effect on temperature. To assess the importance of
this uncertainty Ammann et al. [2007] carried out a set of
1000 year runs of a coupled atmosphere‐ocean GCM using
different estimates of historical solar irradiance. The TSI
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cores, but then different scaling was applied, corresponding
approximately to the range of published long‐term TSI
trends. They found that even low solar forcing could affect
climate on multidecadal to centennial time scales, but the
results using medium to low values (corresponding to the
range of Lean et al. [2002]) fitted best within the range of
temperature reconstructions. Note, however, that if the
recent SORCE SIM measurements of spectrally resolved
solar irradiance (discussed in section 2.2.2) are correct, then
solar radiative forcing at the tropopause would vary out of
phase with TSI. In this case, assessments of solar influence
on climate, at least over the 11 year cycle and possibly on
the longer term, would need to be entirely revisited [Haigh
et al., 2010].
[138] For comparisons over the past ∼150 years, instru-
mental data can be used to provide records of global tem-
perature instead of reconstructions based on proxy
indicators. Figure 27 shows observed global mean temper-
ature anomalies compared with simulations from climate
models that included both natural (solar and volcanic) and
anthropogenic (greenhouse gases, tropospheric sulphate and
carbon aerosol, and stratospheric and tropospheric ozone)
forcings. Note that the models are only able to reproduce the
late twentieth century warming when the anthropogenic
forcings are included, with the signals statistically separable
after about 1980.
[139] In discussion of solar forcing and global change, it is
important to note that the climate system has a chaotic
element, so the climate response to solar (and other forcings)
can be attributed partly to forced variability and partly to
internal variability. For instance, Figure 28 shows compar-
isons between observed and modeled global temperatures
for land only, ocean only, land and ocean, and for various
regions for natural influences (solar variability and volcanic
aerosols) as well as for natural plus anthropogenic influ-
ences. The shaded regions indicate the range of results from
19 simulations of 5 different climate models for the natural
forcings simulations and from 58 simulations of 14 different
climate models for the natural plus anthropogenic simula-
tions. Multiple integrations are necessary because even with
the same forcings and the same model, they give different
responses because of the models’ internal variability (their
chaotic behavior). The natural climate system is similarly
chaotic, but our observations of the climate system are taken
from only a single realization of those that are possible. The
natural plus anthropogenic simulations in Figure 28 show
statistical agreement with observations, whereas the natural‐
only simulations do not, which suggests that anthropogenic
forcings are needed to explain the observations after about
1975. It should be noted that this is true globally as well as
in many, but not all, regions, indicating that internal vari-
ability is larger in some regions than in others and also is
larger than in the global means. Evaluations of climate
modeling for solar influences similarly need to consider
internal model variability.
[140] Linear regression is an alternative approach to the
attribution of temperature trends to different forcing factors.
It requires knowledge of the spatial pattern of the surface
temperature response to each individual forcing factor (e.g.,
solar, volcanic, and greenhouse gases). Linear regression
techniques are then applied to find the combination of
forcings which provides the best fit to the observed tem-
perature series [Hegerl et al., 1996; Santer et al., 1996]. In
this way the amplitude of each forcing does not need to be
prescribed but can be found as a result of the fitting pro-
cedure to the spatial patterns. The derived amplitudes have
large uncertainties, but Stott et al. [2003] found that the best
fit for the TSI forcing had a larger amplitude than would be
expected solely from direct radiative effects. Note, however,
that the spatial patterns employed in these “detection‐
attribution” studies are for the most part from models driven
via the bottom‐up mechanism of TSI forcing (section 4.1)
and do not include the top‐down influence from spectrally
varying irradiances and stratospheric ozone feedbacks.
Figure 27. Global mean temperature anomalies, as observed
(black line) and as modeled by (a) 58 simulations from
14 different models with both anthropogenic and natural
forcings and (b) simulations from 5 models with natural
forcings only. The individual simulations are shown in color,
with bold curves of the same color indicating the ensemble
mean. The observed and simulated time series in Figure 27a
are expressed as anomalies relative to the 1901–1950 mean.
The simulations in Figure 27b are expressed as anomalies
relative to the corresponding model simulation that also
includes anthropogenic forcing. Only models whose control
simulations have a trend of less than 0.2°C century−1 are
included [from IPCC, 2007, Figure 9.5; after Stott et al.,
2006].
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[141] First‐order estimates of the global response to dif-
ferent forcings can be assessed using the concepts of radi-
ative forcing and climate sensitivity (section 1). Because of
the large uncertainty in centennial‐scale variations in TSI
(section 2.3), solar radiative forcing of climate change is not
well established. The IPCC [2007] report estimates a value of
0.12Wm−2 for solar radiative forcing change since 1750 (see
Figure 4), which represents a change in TSI of 0.69 W m−2,
after taking into account the factor (1 – A)/4, where A is
albedo (see section 1). Many of the present climate model
simulations, including several in the latest IPCC [2007]
report, use TSI reconstructions with a larger drift in TSI
since 1750 than currently thought to be realistic. On the
other hand, the period around the middle of the eighteenth
century was a time of relatively high solar activity (see
Figure 2) compared to the beginning and end of that century,
so the IPCC’s use of the 1750 radiative forcing value to
represent the preindustrial atmosphere means that the
change from 1750 to the present is very small. A choice of
1700 or 1800 instead of 1750 would approximately double
the solar forcing while leaving anthropogenic forcings
essentially unchanged. A value of 0.24 W m−2 solar radia-
tive forcing difference from Maunder Minimum to the
present is currently considered to be more appropriate than
the 0.12 W m−2 estimated by IPCC (compare with the range
of 0.16–0.28 W m−2 described in section 2.3). Despite these
Figure 28. Comparison of observed continental‐scale and global‐scale changes in surface temperature
with results simulated by climate models using natural and anthropogenic forcings. Decadal averages of
observations are shown for the period 1906–2005 (black line) plotted against the center of the decade and
relative to the corresponding average for 1901–1950. Lines are dashed where spatial coverage is less than
50%. Blue shaded bands show the 5%–95% range for 19 simulations from 5 climate models using only
the natural forcings due to solar activity and volcanoes. Pink shaded bands show the 5%–95% range for
58 simulations from 14 climate models using both natural and anthropogenic forcings [from IPCC, 2007,
FAQ 9.2, Figure 1].
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uncertainties, even this approximate doubling of the solar
forcing change is still much smaller than the 1.6 W m−2
estimated to be due to anthropogenic influences.
[142] The majority of climate models employed to date
(including those in Figures 27 and 28) represent primarily
the bottom‐up TSI mechanism and have a very poor, or no,
representation of the top‐down mechanism that requires
spectral variations in solar radiative input and ozone feed-
back effects. Only a few have an adequate representation of
the stratosphere, and even those do not generate a complete
representation of stratospheric effects such as an internally
consistent quasi‐biennial oscillation. Some of the models
employed for future IPCC assessments are planned to
incorporate these processes and thus should be better placed
to assess the importance of these effects.
[143] There are additional uncertainties in estimates of
solar radiative forcing which also require further consider-
ation. In the usual definition of RF [IPCC, 2007] it is the
instantaneous change in radiative flux at the tropopause
which is used, and this assumes that the stratosphere has
already adjusted to the forcing. This is justified on the basis
of the faster equilibration time of the stratosphere and also
because it has been shown that this “adjusted” forcing is a
better indicator of global average surface temperature
response [Hansen et al., 1997]. For solar radiative forcing
the first impact of this adjustment is to reduce the radiative
forcing because the existence of molecular oxygen and
ozone in the stratosphere reduces the solar radiation reach-
ing the tropopause. Second, however, the RF value has to be
adjusted to take account of the effects of any solar‐induced
changes within the stratosphere itself (e.g., temperature
redistribution). Heating of the stratosphere by enhanced
solar UV produces additional downward LW radiation at the
tropopause, i.e., a positive feedback. Changes in ozone also
impact the radiation fields: additional O3 reduces the
downward SW fluxes but increases the LW fluxes. Thus, a
precise determination of solar RF depends on the response
of stratospheric temperatures and ozone to the changes
in solar irradiance. These are not well established (see
section 3.1) so that published estimates of the ozone
amplification of direct TSI forcing show a very wide range
[Haigh, 2007; Gray et al., 2009] with even the sign of the
effect remaining uncertain.
6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
[144] This paper presents a review of our present knowl-
edge of solar influence on climate, including the physics of
solar variability, information on direct and proxy observa-
tions of both solar variability and climate, and some of the
suggested mechanisms by which solar variability might
influence climate. Satellite and ground‐based observations,
together with advances in theory and modeling, have greatly
advanced our knowledge of the Sun in recent decades.
Observations have indicated that electromagnetic radiation
from the Sun varies with the solar cycle so that the Sun
emits more radiation at sunspot maximum when, paradoxi-
cally, it is most covered with dark sunspots. We now
understand this to be a result of the dominance of the bright
faculae, which also vary over the solar cycle (see section 2).
6.1. Solar Variability
[145] There have been great strides in understanding how
the magnetic variability of the Sun is related to the variation
of both the total and the spectrally resolved solar irradiance.
Basically, the magnetic fields associated with the sunspots
divert the convective upflow of energy so that the spots are
dark, and although the greater portion of the blocked energy
upflow is returned to the solar convection zone, some of it
emerges in the areas surrounding the sunspots, leading to
brightening there.
[146] Through observations of the life cycle of sunspot
groups, together with theory, a quantitative understanding
has emerged that allows the use of magnetic observations of
the Sun to model the observed solar irradiance variability.
Using these techniques, we can explain satellite observa-
tions of solar irradiance in terms of the magnetic behavior of
the Sun. Progress in this field has been greatest in terms of
understanding TSI variations on daily to decadal time scales,
but recently, much progress has also been achieved in
understanding and modeling variability in different spectral
wavelength intervals.
[147] One complication is that satellite instruments mea-
suring solar irradiance have a limited lifetime, and there has
been insufficient commitment to ensure continuous, over-
lapping observations especially in the case of spectrally
resolved irradiance. This has necessitated the reconstruction
of multidecade variations of solar irradiance. There have
been varied approaches to this. One approach takes the
measurements to be inviolable, thus assuming that the native
measurement precision is adequate so that overlaps between
instruments serve only to establish continuity between
instruments. The other approach is that instrument degra-
dation is occurring, and this degradation must be determined
and taken into account when constructing multidecade time
series of solar irradiance. Our understanding of the con-
nection between solar irradiance and the Sun’s magnetic
variability can be used to resolve these different approaches,
and it has now become clear that the latter approach is more
appropriate.
[148] Direct measurements of solar irradiance are only
available for the last few decades. For the period before
these direct observations, proxy measurements are required.
Systematic sunspot measurements have been made for about
4 centuries. Additionally, neutron monitor data show that
GCR fluxes vary inversely with the strength of the inter-
planetary magnetic field, which is modulated by the Sun.
GCRs interact with the atmosphere producing cosmogenic
radionuclides such as 10Be and 14C. Measuring 10Be in ice
cores and 14C in tree rings provides information about the
solar activity over at least the last 10,000 years.
[149] Reconstruction of the solar irradiance over the past
few centuries is difficult since direct observations are not
available from a Maunder Minimum type epoch when
sunspots were virtually absent for decades, and some arbi-
trary assumptions must be made about what the Sun’s
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magnetic field looked like during such epochs. Thus, the
estimated increase in TSI from the Maunder Minimum
(∼1645–1715) to present‐day values is uncertain. Recent
studies have converged on a probable increase of ∼1.3Wm−2
with an uncertainty range of 0.9–1.6 W m−2. This corre-
sponds to an increase in the mean global top‐of‐atmosphere
radiative forcing of only 0.16–0.28 W m−2. Nevertheless,
because of the complexity of the nonlinear climate system
and the different physics involved, it is far from ideal to
compare forcings by simply using mean global values in
W m−2 or, indeed, to apply the concept of sensitivity which
is defined for equilibrium conditions that are never reached.
6.2. Climate Observations
[150] The Sun’s irradiance is approximately that of a
blackbody at a temperature of about 5770 K. As such, about
50% of the Sun’s output is in the visible and near‐infrared
wavelengths. Although very little of the Sun’s output is in
the UV, the Sun’s variability is much greater at these shorter
wavelengths. This shortwave solar radiation is mostly
absorbed in the Earth’s middle and upper atmosphere, so we
expect to find the most obvious solar variability at these
altitudes (see section 3).
[151] Direct influences on temperature and on ozone
concentrations in the tropical and midlatitude upper strato-
sphere have been observed and are consistent with estimates
due to the direct impact of irradiance changes, but a sec-
ondary maximum in the lower stratosphere in both fields
remains to be explained. Solar influences on stratospheric
temperatures result in changes in stratospheric winds, and
studies show a wind response that is much larger than can be
explained by direct effects of solar electromagnetic and
corpuscular radiation.
[152] One of the best established solar‐climate relations
follows from the pioneering work of Labitzke [1987] and
Labitzke and van Loon [1988], who found a clear SC
influence on winter, NH stratospheric polar temperatures
when the data were sorted according to the phase of the
QBO. Subsequent research has established that similar
correlations persist into the other seasons and into the
Southern Hemisphere.
[153] Many studies have found solar influences in the
ocean, troposphere, and land surface. In the troposphere,
there is evidence of an intensification of the tropical pre-
cipitation maxima with a broadening of the Hadley circu-
lation under Smax conditions and a strengthening of the
Walker circulation in the equatorial Pacific in association
with a La Niña–like SST response during peak solar forcing
years, followed by an El Niño–like response a year or two
later. There is also growing evidence for a solar modulation
of the extratropical modes of variability, especially when the
QBO phase is also taken into account.
[154] There have been reports of strong correlations
between global low cloud amounts and GCRs, but the
continued correlation into the 1990s is due to an adjustment
to the satellite cloud data that is considered unjustifiable. We
therefore conclude that the currently available data do not
provide substantial support for the hypothesized global
cloud cover linkage to cosmic rays. The SC‐GCR‐cloud‐
climate link continues to be an active area of investigation,
however, with controversial aspects remaining. We also
note that correlation studies cannot establish cause and
effect as clouds will respond to changes in climate whatever
their cause. Only quantitative treatments of GCR influence
on cloud amounts through the clean air (ion‐induced)
mechanisms have been developed to the point where models
can be tested against observations.
[155] At the Earth’s surface, detection of a SC influence is
difficult not only because it is so small but also because
many other factors have influenced climate during the recent
period for which we have accurate measurements, including
increasing greenhouse gases, volcanoes, and aerosol changes.
Nevertheless, studies of both ocean and land surface tem-
peratures have detected signals. Variations in ocean tem-
peratures have been found with both 11 and ∼80 year
periodicities, which correspond with cycles in solar activity.
Typical global average amplitudes of approximately 0.08 ±
0.02 K have been found on ∼11 year time scales, which is
similar to estimates of direct heating of the oceans’ mixed
layer. There is also evidence of much larger responses in
regional analyses which appear to share some similarities
with the natural modes of variability, e.g., ENSO. Recent
correlation studies between 11 year SC forcing and land
surface temperature observations also appear to be robust but
display similar patterns in geographical distribution to those
from forcing due to greenhouse gases.
[156] There have been suggestions that twentieth century
global and hemispheric mean surface temperature variations
are correlated to longer‐term solar variations. Advanced
statistical detection and attribution methodologies confirm
that solar forcing contributed to the increase in global
temperatures in the early part of the century, but for the
latter part of the twentieth century they consistently find that
using realistic variations, solar forcing played only a minor
role in global warming, in agreement with the practically
constant mean solar forcing since 1980.
[157] On longer time scales, proxies are required both for
estimates of the Sun’s variations (e.g., sunspots) and for
climate (e.g., tree rings). A solar influence has been iden-
tified during the last millennium, including the so‐called
Medieval Warm Period (∼800–1200 A.D.) and the relatively
cold Maunder Minimum (∼1645–1715 A.D.). There has
been some controversy about whether the latter was actually
a global‐scale cooling or was a more regional, i.e., Euro-
pean, effect. Recent modeling research suggests that it may
have been a manifestation of a shift in the AO/NAO regime,
but investigation of the mechanisms causing the observed
European winter cooling remains a topic of active research.
[158] There have been many other investigations of con-
nections of solar activity with changes in climate variables
such as the location and intensity of the ITCZ, periods of
midcontinent droughts, ocean currents, and monsoon
strength using proxies for both solar activity and climate. A
challenge is to model these patterns of regional climate
response to solar forcing, work that is being actively pursued
at present. It is clear that many of the observed correlations
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between climate variables and solar activity are larger than
would be expected from the direct influence of the Sun’s
observed variation over the past 3 decades, so the challenge
has been to find viable mechanisms that give testable
physical linkages between the Sun’s variations and the
observed variations in the climate variables.
6.3. Mechanisms
[159] Suggested mechanisms for solar influence on cli-
mate vary in their maturity: the most mature can be
represented in climate models using well‐established phys-
ics, and their impacts on the modeled climate can be
examined. The less mature are based on hypotheses that
may be credible but have not yet been put into physical
models in order to test their influence.
[160] The most obvious mechanism for solar variations
affecting the Earth’s climate is due to the change in heating
of the Earth system associated with varying TSI. These are
found to partially explain the variations in the temperature
of the oceanic mixed layer, but even in this case, it appears
that modulations in the ocean‐atmosphere sensible and
latent heat fluxes are needed to explain the observations,
suggesting a possible interaction with variations in the
Hadley and Walker circulations. There has been recent
progress in the development and testing of mechanisms to
explain the observed solar signal in the Pacific which
resembles the ENSO signal.
[161] The most mature Sun‐climate mechanism at this
time involves the direct effect of the observed variation in
solar UV radiation affecting stratospheric ozone, leading to
associated temperature variations. The resulting temperature
gradients lead to changes in the zonal wind, which, in turn,
changes planetary wave–mean flow interactions. Inclusion
of these mechanisms in fully coupled chemistry‐climate
models has been achieved, and many of the observed fea-
tures in stratospheric temperatures, winds, and ozone dis-
tributions have been reproduced, including the maximum in
ozone in the lower stratosphere, which appears to be an
indirect effect associated with changes in the global circu-
lation. Progress has been made in understanding and mod-
eling the observed SC‐QBO interactions, but there are still
aspects that are not well understood, including the lower
stratospheric temperature maximum and the mechanism for
SC‐QBO influence on sudden warmings. The SC influences
in summertime and in the SH also require further study.
[162] The inclusions in climate models of SC irradiance
and ozone feedback mechanisms have also resulted in
changes in the modeled troposphere, including modification
to the Hadley circulation and changes in extratropical modes
of variability (NAM and SAM). These have been achieved
in models in which the SSTs are fixed, suggesting that these
tropospheric changes are at least partly due to a top‐down
mechanism, i.e., stratosphere‐troposphere coupling, which
may be particularly helpful in explaining the observed
regional signals. However, models that include the bottom‐
up coupled air‐sea response mechanism also show these
changes and indicate that the two mechanisms could be
additive to produce the magnitude of the responses observed
in the climate system. Since the nature of the exact
mechanisms for this coupling is crucial for understanding
solar‐climate connections, there is much active research in
this area.
[163] The solar modulation of GCRs or the global electric
circuit has also been proposed as a mechanism for SC
influence on climate, through their ability to influence cloud
cover. However, as noted above, this mechanism has only
just begun to be tested in physical models.
6.4. Climate Change
[164] Finally, the role of solar variability in climate change
has received much public attention because reliable esti-
mates of solar influence are needed to limit uncertainty in
the importance of human activity as a potential explanation
for global warming. Extensive climate model studies have
indicated that the models can only reproduce the late
twentieth century warming when anthropogenic forcing is
included, in addition to the solar and volcanic forcings
[IPCC, 2007]. The change in solar radiative forcing since
1750 was estimated in the IPCC [2007] report to be
0.12 W m−2, corresponding to an increase in TSI of
0.69 W m−2. A value of 0.24 W m−2 solar radiative forcing
difference from Maunder Minimum to the present is cur-
rently considered to be more appropriate. Despite these
uncertainties in solar radiative forcing, they are nevertheless
much smaller than the estimated radiative forcing due to
anthropogenic changes, and the predicted SC‐related surface
temperature change is small relative to anthropogenic
changes.
[165] One thing that is very clear from this review is that
enormous progress has been achieved in our knowledge and
understanding over the past few decades. The topic has
emerged from its beginnings of almost purely investigation
of statistical relationships that were subject to substantial
criticism to become a solid scientific field that involves both
solar physicists and climate scientists. Indeed, even 20 years
ago it would have been very unlikely that the collection of
scientific fields represented by the authors of this paper
would have collaborated on such a review.
6.5. Further Research
[166] Further observations and research are required to
improve our understanding of solar forcing mechanisms and
their impacts on the Earth’s climate. In particular, it is
necessary (1) to understand the recent SORCE SIM mea-
surements of spectrally resolved irradiances and assess their
implications for solar influence on climate (see section 2.2.2);
(2) to determine an accurate value of the total and spectrally
resolved solar irradiance during a grand solar minimum such
as the Maunder Minimum, when the Sun was in a different
mode than during the past few decades (see section 2.2.3);
(3) to improve the characterization of the solar signal in
surface and tropospheric observations as additional years of
data becomes available (see sections 3.2 and 3.3); (4) to
improve the characterization of the observed stratospheric
temperature response to the 11 year solar cycle, particularly
the vertical structure of the response at tropical latitudes so
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that the differences between the estimated SC signals from
the TOVS data and from reanalysis data can be fully
understood, which will likely require future observations
with improved vertical resolution (see section 3.1.2); and
(5) to improve model simulations of the observed solar
signals in climate observations and, in particular, assess the
requirement to explicitly represent stratospheric mechan-
isms in future climate models, which will require fully
coupled ocean‐troposphere‐stratosphere models with inter-
active chemistry so that the relative contribution and inter-
actions of the top‐down and bottom‐up influences can be
understood. We note that, there will still be a continuing role
for simpler models to investigate and improve the simula-
tion of specific mechanisms, including the development of
models that investigate possible influences of galactic cosmic
rays on cloud formation (see section 4.4).
NOTATION
[167] The interdisciplinary nature of this review introduces
a great many acronyms and notations that are in common use
in any one field but may not be so well known by scientists
from another field. We therefore list them here.
Acronyms




BSi biogenic silica content.
CCN cloud condensation nucleii.
CCM chemistry climate models.
CZ convection zone (solar).
D2 data set generated by ISCCP.
DIARAD Differential Absolute Radiometer (part of
the VIRGO instrument on SoHO).
DJF December, January, and February.
ECMWF European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasts.
ENSO El Niño–Southern Oscillation.
ERA‐40 ECMWF reanalysis data set for 1959–2001.
GHG greenhouse gas.
HALOE Halogen Occultation Experiment (instru-
ment on UARS).
HF Hickey‐Frieden Radiometer (an instrument
on the Nimbus 7 satellite).
IMF interplanetary magnetic field.




IRMB Institut Royal Meteorologique Belgique.
ISCCP International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project.
ITCZ Intertropical Convergence Zone.
GCM general circulation model.
GCR galactic cosmic rays.
LCA low cloud amount.
LOSU level of scientific understanding.
LW longwave radiation.
Ly‐a Lyman alpha emission line.
MDI Michelson Doppler Interferometer (instru-
ment on SoHO).
MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradi-
ometer (instruments on the Terra and Aqua
satellites).
NAM northern annular mode.
NAO North Atlantic Oscillation.
NCEP National Centers for Environmental Predic-
tion (formerly NMC).
NH Northern Hemisphere.
NOx nitrogen species NO + NO2.
NP North Pole.
NRC National Research Council.
PMOD Physikalisch‐Meteorologisches Observa-
torium Davos (Switzerland).
PM6 a cavity radiometer (part of the VIRGO
instrument on SoHO).
QBO quasi‐biennial oscillation.
QBO‐E easterly wind years of the QBO.
QBO‐W westerly wind years of the QBO.
RF radiative forcing.
SAGE Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiments
(satellite).
SAM southern annular mode.
SATIRE Spectral and Total Irradiance Reconstruction.
SC solar cycle.
SEP solar energetic particles.
SH Southern Hemisphere.
SIM Spectral Irradiance Monitor (instrument on
the SORCE).
Smax sunspot cycle maximum.
Smin sunspot cycle minimum.
SoHO Solar andHeliospheric Observatory (satellite).
SORCE Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment.
SP South Pole.
SPCZ South Pacific Convergence Zone.
SPE solar proton event.
SSI spectral solar irradiance.
SST sea surface temperature.
SSW stratospheric sudden warming.
SW shortwave radiation.
TIROS Television Infrared Observation Satellites.
TOVS TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (infra-
red radiometers on TIROS satellites).
TSI total solar irradiance.
UARS Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite.
UCN ultrafine condensation nuclei.
UV ultraviolet.
VIRGO Variability of Solar Irradiance and Gravity
Oscillations (instrument on SoHO).
10Be beryllium‐10 (cosmogenic isotope).
14C carbon‐14 (cosmogenic isotope).
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Parameters
A Earth’s SW albedo.
BQS average quiet Sun magnetic field during the
Maunder Minimum.
aa planetary index of geomagnetic activity.
Ap planetary index of geomagnetic activity.
C counts detected by the neutron monitor at
Climax, Colorado.
r·F Eliassen‐Palm planetary flux divergence.
FS open solar magnetic flux.
F10.7 10.7 cm solar radio flux (in W m
−2 Hz−1).
GCR counts detected by the neutron monitor at
McMurdo, Antarctica.
I spectral solar irradiance (SSI).
ITS total solar irradiance (TSI).
L solar cycle length.
M heliospheric modulation parameter (of
GCRs).
Mg ii Mg ii line (280 nm) core‐to‐wing ratio.
P[10Be] global production rate of the cosmogenic
10Be isotope.
R sunspot number.
R11 11 year running mean of sunspot number.
RG group sunspot number.
T temperature.
TS global mean surface air temperature.
U wind speed.
Z30 30 hPa geopotential height.
l climate sensitivity parameter.
DF change in forcing at the top of the
atmosphere.
DTS change in globalmean surface air temperature.
D14C carbon‐14 production rate.
DU change in wind speed.




DU Dobson units (column ozone measurement).
RE Mean Earth radius.
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